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Executive summary
This paper distils lessons from 33
Saferworld and Oxford Research Group
studies, as well as analysis, interviews
with selected experts, relevant
unpublished evidence and insights from
other select sources.
It describes patterns in conflicts involving proscribed
groups (all from the al-Qaeda–Islamic State family
tree) and state behaviours in these settings, before
analysing responses to these conflicts, and the
extent to which gender and other inequalities have
been taken into account. It then notes relevant
lessons, recommendations and knowledge gaps.
Almost all acts of terror today occur in conflict
settings. Responding well requires understanding
and addressing conflict. While we acknowledge that
conflicts are complex and unique, four sets of
conflict drivers have been especially important
across the settings we have studied:
n

violent fragmentation, predation and consequent
security dilemmas

n

kleptocratic levels of corruption

n

large-scale injustice and the absence of channels
for redress

n

unequal access to services, opportunities and
resources

With an apparent flair for conflict analysis,
proscribed groups have often tailored their approach
accordingly – consistently and effectively forming
and positioning themselves in response to the
significant conflict drivers, by:
n

challenging corruption

n

providing protection from abuse and predation
(other than their own)

n

dispensing rough ‘justice’

n

providing relief, services and opportunities
In our studies, a key factor in the resilience of
proscribed groups is their ability to respond better
than their rivals to fundamental human needs and
drivers of conflict. For all their brutality and venality,
certain elements within proscribed groups, and
those who fill their ranks, invest considerable effort
in creating an alternative model of governance,
justice and service delivery for the material benefit
of those whom they claim to serve. Such
movements – or elements and individuals within
them – may, under certain circumstances, be more
reconcilable than has been assumed. To the extent
that their material or governance agenda
outcompetes the alternatives – in being less corrupt,
maintaining ‘order’, reconciling clan conflicts,
dispensing justice, administering tax and providing
services better than existing state structures – such
attributes may in fact be badly needed within a
future political settlement, if more abhorrent aims
and behaviours can be left at the door.
Although political and media discourse often
portrays proscribed groups as evil, irrational or
nihilistic, the strategic functions of their violence
warrant analysis and interpretation. Their violence
can vary in response to the treatment they receive,
and is usually targeted to provoke and polarise:
escalating conflict, provoking overreactions,
undermining political orders that they vilify and
blame, and pulling certain segments of society to
their side.
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how guns fall silent: analysing examples of relative success in integrated stabilisation

In conflicts involving proscribed groups, across our
studies and others’ work, four significant patterns in
the behaviours of national and regional state actors
stand out:
n

State abuse, corruption and exclusion fuel both
conflict and the rise of proscribed groups.

n

States overreact to proscribed groups’ provocation
(playing into the strategy of proscribed groups
and reinforcing the pattern above).

n

Many states nurture or inflate the ‘terror’ threat to
acquire benefits of fighting it.

n

Many states use the benefits attained by
participating in ‘war on terror’ for other ends.

The reality of gender relations under proscribed
groups is more nuanced than counter-terrorism
discourses tend to assume. This paper explores how
well responses have factored in gender analysis,
including understanding gender norms and
inequalities and their role in driving conflicts
involving proscribed groups. It outlines a range of
(mostly negative) direct or indirect impacts that
strategies to respond to proscribed groups have had
on women and girls. While identifying some positive
shifts in the integration of gender into responses to
relevant conflicts, it highlights the tendency to
ignore or overlook gender dynamics in most settings,
leading to a series of direct and indirect harms,
particularly to women and girls. It finds that a more
holistic and intersectional approach is needed to
address the relationship between gender equality,
women’s rights, peace, security, and counterterrorism; an approach which should be centred on
advancing women’s human rights, addressing
structural inequality and tackling gendered drivers of
armed conflict.

This interaction between conflict drivers, state
behaviours and proscribed groups’ behaviours can
be seen as a self-reinforcing system, which typically
resists attempts to transform it. As long as the
system continues to function untransformed, it will
entrench the predations of abusive states, the threat
posed by proscribed groups, and the conflicts they
engender.

Ultimately, effectively and sustainably reducing the
threat from proscribed groups requires
understanding conflict better and finding entry
points to tackle it. Strategies that appear to offer
shortcuts to security will continue to fail – or require
constant, year-on-year investments – if they try to
ignore this reality.

According to our studies, despite their huge financial
and human costs, international responses to
conflicts involving proscribed groups have often
failed due to:
n

weak analysis and understanding of conflicts,
proscribed groups, states and public attitudes

n

short-term, violent strategies that generate
blowback

n

the reinforcement of conflict drivers – in particular
partners’ abuse, corruption and exclusion

n

n

weak design and perverse impacts of security
assistance and partnerships

understanding the problem from a conflict
perspective and strategising for the long term

n

eschewing overreaction and focusing on solutions

n

the tendency to undermine conflict resolution,
peacebuilding, relief and development

n

transforming the relation between negative state
behaviours and proscribed groups’ resilience

n

neglect for the gender dimensions of conflicts
involving proscribed groups

n

rethinking security assistance to align it with
peace and governance strategy

n

closure of spaces for change

n

n

hoping to win hearts and minds while failing to
improve people’s lives

giving peaceful change a chance through support
for societal empowerment

n

n

the failure to monitor, evaluate, learn and adapt

enhancing rather than undermining progress on
tackling harmful gender norms

n

maintaining constant readiness to explore
dialogue and reconciliation

n

supporting independent relief and development
organisations to save lives and improve public
well-being

n

learning and adapting via better-functioning
feedback loops

Finding ways to avoid the pitfalls of past responses
and embracing options that could succeed are of
immense strategic importance. The accompanying
paper ‘Guns fall silent: Analysing examples of
relative success in integrated stabilisation’ explores
in more detail examples of progress in tackling
protracted conflicts involving violent criminal and
proscribed groups.

Based on these findings, the paper highlights
lessons and recommendations in the following
areas:
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Introduction
This paper is the first output in a
UK-funded Global Security and Rapid
Analysis initiative to summarise evidence
over a six-month period on ‘Stabilisation
and resilience strategies: what works to
address threats posed by violent criminal
or proscribed groups?’ It synthesises
research by Saferworld and Oxford
Research Group (ORG) on peacebuilding
responses to crises and threats. Since
2014 this research has explored a range of
examples of conflicts involving proscribed
groups and the responses to them,
analysing the effectiveness of counterterror, countering/preventing violent
extremism (C/PVE), stabilisation,
statebuilding and related approaches.
This paper draws on over 25 Saferworld
and ORG studies, as well as analysis,
interviews with selected experts and
relevant unpublished evidence developed
by Saferworld and ORG, and evidence
from other organisations and experts.

It begins by identifying important patterns in
conflicts involving proscribed groups – with a focus
on patterns in the drivers of relevant conflicts, and
the motives and behaviour of both proscribed
groups and state actors. It then analyses the track
record of responses to these conflicts and identifies
their main weaknesses. We then discuss the extent
to which gender dimensions of conflict and other
intersectional inequalities have been factored into
responses, and the implications of this. In this
section, as gender dynamics and responses have not
been a significant focus of Saferworld and ORG’s
research on this paper’s theme, we draw on a range
of additional evidence to supplement our own
findings. The paper concludes with a summary of
lessons and recommendations, and identifies areas
in need of future research.
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Terminology
In this paper, ‘proscribed groups’ are groups that
have been designated by states and/or multilateral
organisations as ‘terrorist’ or ‘violent extremist’
organisations – usually as a result of their use of
terror tactics. As a consequence, such groups are
largely seen as unlawful, irreconcilable entities to
be eliminated or contained via military or law
enforcement measures. Since 2001, states and
multilateral organisations have developed over
200 lists of proscribed groups.1
Proscription can have an important function in
deterring groups from embracing terror tactics, and
deterring individuals from joining or supporting
them. However, the designation of groups and
individuals as ‘terrorists’ can be subjective, and
some governments use proscription to counter a
wide range of opponents. We adopt the term
‘proscribed groups’ as a step towards a more
dispassionate analysis and response: as this paper
details, designation of groups as ‘terrorists’, ‘violent
extremists’, ‘jihadists’, ‘radicals’ or ‘spoilers’ often
negatively impacts on the quality of analysis of and
responses to proscribed groups, those they oppose
and the wider conflicts in which they play a role.
Violent proscribed groups are unique, complex and
vary over time in response to their contexts.
However, a shared experience of proscription as
‘terrorists’ often places such groups under similar
pressures, and rules out certain types of responses,
in similar ways across different settings. Proscription
has thus created common patterns in responses to
these varied groups and the conflicts they
participate in. Examining these, and the common
patterns in how states respond, can inform scrutiny
of the relative costs and benefits of proscription, and
support much needed learning and adaptation in
responses.

Scope and limitations
This paper draws on examples from Afghanistan,
Egypt, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, the Sahel (in particular,
Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso), the Philippines,
Somalia, Syria, Tunisia and Yemen. Proscribed
groups in these diverse contexts include the Taliban,
al-Qaeda, al-Shabaab, al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP) and Ansar al-Sharia, al-Nusra,
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and its related
affiliates in Egypt, Libya, the Sahel and the
Philippines. It thus covers contexts that, alongside
wider challenges, have to some extent played host to
struggles between al-Qaeda, its affiliates and

successor movements, and their national, regional
and international opponents within a global war on
terror. The paper’s insights thus extend only to these
movements, the conflicts they have been part of and
responses to them.
While the paper acknowledges that these proscribed
groups all occupy different places on a common
family tree, it is written with the understanding that
each group is nonetheless distinct, and in itself
should not be understood as homogeneous and
monolithic. Once groups are seen as part of a global
al-Qaeda or ISIS franchise, they may not be well
analysed in terms of their own specific behaviours,
motives, objectives and interactions with states and
societies. Where similarities between very different
settings and groups can be spotted, experts and
policy makers should take notice of them: there is
much to learn from patterns across contexts, and
some lessons and ideas may be transferable if
thought through in context-specific ways. Likewise,
it is important to keep in mind those dynamics that
have consistently exacerbated conflict in manifestly
different contexts. Nevertheless, this paper does not
claim that the dynamics, the groups or the solutions
are the same in all settings. Instead, it makes the
case both for understanding patterns in conflicts
involving proscribed groups and addressing the
specific nature of each group and conflict in order to
move towards better response strategies.
The extent to which status, power, ideology, revenge,
belonging and material incentives motivate
individuals to join proscribed groups are all
important issues that have been studied in depth, in
particular within the C/PVE field. Although our
research touches on such topics, the departure point
for the research underpinning this paper has been to
understand what drives conflicts and motivates
groups to form and function within them at a
structural rather than an individual level.
In our published research, many of the impacts of
responses to conflicts involving proscribed groups
have been negative – both in terms of their
implications for curbing and eliminating terror
attacks and in terms of their impacts on peace and
human security in affected contexts. If the result is a
relatively sobering ‘glass half empty’, it should be
enjoyed in conjunction with the paper ‘Guns fall
silent: Analysing examples of relative success in
integrated stabilisation’, in which the research team
has more closely examined examples of progress in
tackling protracted conflicts involving violent
criminal and proscribed groups – while avoiding
some of the pitfalls of counter-terror, C/PVE and
stabilisation responses identified in this paper.
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Notes
1 Among the most influential of these are the ‘Consolidated United

Nations Security Council Sanctions List’, the list of ‘foreign terrorist
organisations’ maintained by the United States government under
section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), the UK’s list
under the Terrorism Act 2000.
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Internally displaced families from
northern provinces, who fled
from their homes due the fighting
between Taliban and Afghan
security forces, take shelter in a
public park in Kabul, Afghanistan,
10 August 2021.
© REUTERS/Stringer
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Patterns in conflicts
involving proscribed groups
Saferworld’s research looks at armed
conflict: its patterns, its causes, the
behaviour of proscribed groups and the
responses by others engaged in the
conflict. As the most recent Global
Terrorism Index attests, ‘[e]very one of
the ten countries most impacted by
terrorism from 2002 to 2019 was involved
in an armed conflict.’ Some 224,582 of the
236,422 deaths from terror attacks
between 2002 and 2019 – nearly 95 per
cent – occurred in countries in conflict.2
Attempting to manage the threat posed by
proscribed groups without addressing
conflict and its causes does not work, and
can exacerbate conflict and related
problems in profoundly dangerous ways.
As well as analysing the effectiveness of
counter-terror, C/PVE and other
responses. Saferworld’s research offers
some useful insights on patterns in
conflicts in which proscribed groups have
come to the fore and made terror a salient
tactic.

Drawing together these insights, this section
describes: first, the strategic functions of proscribed
groups’ violence; second, how proscribed groups
have formed and positioned themselves in response
to four fundamental conflict drivers; and third,
important patterns in the behaviour of national and
regional states in conflicts involving proscribed
groups.
Understanding these patterns is important because
terrorism has so often been conceptualised as an
overwhelming threat, driven by evil, unreasoning
ideologies, that it has been hard to move beyond
rushed, counter-productive responses based on
limited understanding and poorly evidenced
assumptions. Over the past two decades, the world’s
most powerful governments have repeatedly failed
to anticipate such groups’ ability to survive and
prosper in the face of their collective firepower and
wider stabilisation methods.3 Failing to analyse and
understand proscribed groups may
have played an important role in the
erroneous tendency to assume their
limited appeal and durability. As we
Effectively and
documented in Somalia, ‘in the view of
sustainably reducing the
many objective analysts and research
threat from proscribed
participants, including government
officials, academics, elders and
groups requires better
community members, al-Shabaab is a
understanding conflict
symptom of the conflict, rather than its
and finding entry points to
cause’.4 Effectively and sustainably
tackle it. Strategies that
reducing the threat from proscribed
appear to offer shortcuts
groups requires better understanding
conflict and finding entry points to
to security will continue to
tackle it. Strategies that appear to offer
fail – or require constant,
shortcuts to security will continue to
year-on-year
fail – or require constant, year-on-year
investments – if they try
investments – if they try to ignore this
to ignore this reality.
reality.
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2.1
The strategic
dimension of
proscribed groups’
violence
When armed groups become proscribed, this often
reflects their use of abhorrent violence and their
adoption of political or religious views that are seen
as irreconcilable. Proscribed groups in the contexts
we have studied have perpetrated some of the most
appalling violence witnessed in recent decades (see
endnote for examples).5
Their reputation for brutality, and their designation
as proscribed groups, in turn tends to repel the
public at large, and earmarks many groups for
condemnation, vilification and destruction6 A side
effect of this has been the reluctance – in media
discourse and among politicians –to look beyond
proscribed groups’ reputation for apparently
irrational, abhorrent violence to gain a more
nuanced understanding of their motives, behaviours
and resilience. While there are many examples of
senseless violence by proscribed groups that defy
rational explanation, understanding the strategic
logic and wider agenda of such groups is important.
For example:
‘Al Shabaab is designated as a “terrorist”
organisation, and its extensive use of violence for
political and ideological ends reinforces this label.
However, the term has impaired understanding of its
objectives, motives and the grievances that drive it,
as well as the attributes that give it a degree of public
support ... its use of violence [is] obvious to all, but
its wider, more complex array of governance,
security, justice and taxation practices [is] far less
perceptible.’ 7
As shown in our research, proscribed groups often
target and use their violence for strategic (rather
than wholly irrational) ends. This point is familiar
from literature on terrorism and civil wars. In Sri
Lanka, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam ‘evolved
a significant interest in provoking repression’
because its ‘repression of its own population
succeeded best when the violence of the State was
at its worst’.8 More famously, although George W.
Bush apparently saw the 9/11 attacks as an attempt
to push America into retreat, ‘[p]rompting America to
invade Afghanistan was exactly what Osama bin
Laden was hoping for on September 11th.’ 9 We
discuss states’ responses to this in section 2.3.2.

Beyond mere provocation of an overreaction, our
research into al-Shabaab observes that its violence
‘is not wholly irrational or ideologically driven, but
the product of a certain logic’ and is in part ‘a
reaction to the existential threat it faces’:
‘Sustained military pressure against Al Shabaab is
an important motive for it to collect taxes, control the
population and forcibly recruit children into its
cadres. In some respects, the exclusion of Al
Shabaab from conventional politics, through
degrade and destroy tactics, offers valuable leverage
to voices within the movement (often foreign) that
assert armed violence as the only means of pursuing
the group’s objectives.’ 10
As well as punishing those it sees as collaborating
with the government, al-Shabaab uses violence to
communicate its resolve, loosen the grip of its
enemies on territories and populations, and
demonstrate the failure of the government to
establish order, eroding support for the state.11 Thus
in Somalia, al-Shabaab has executed people and
burned down villages to punish those perceived as
cooperating with the government, and has
monitored and restricted movement into and out of
government areas. In Mandera, Kenya, building on
common perceptions of marginalisation by the
Kenyan state, al-Shabaab has attacked ‘non-local’
people, targeting public services, businesses,
development initiatives and infrastructure projects.
This both reduces the reach of the state and the
integration of these areas into Kenya’s economy,
while appealing to marginalised locals who may
share a degree of hostility towards outsiders
targeted by attacks. Such violence is not merely
nihilistic: it is part of a struggle to erode and
ultimately supplant a system of governance to which
it objects.12
This illustrates the importance of analysing the
strategic intent underlying proscribed groups’ use of
violence, and how this may evolve in response to the
actions of others. As section 4 will show, it also often
mirrors or evolves from societal norms concerning
gender and violence in the private sphere. In
particular, it is worth studying the circumstances and
approaches which can lead proscribed groups to
become less violent and more focused on public
goods. Likewise, whereas the rapid growth of
terrorism blacklists after 9/11 effectively ruled out a
path into politics for an unprecedented range of
proscribed groups, it is useful to note that groups
that have strategic, material aims may become less
violent if they can be convinced that there are other
means to pursue them.
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2.2
Conflict drivers and
proscribed groups’
positioning in
response

movements – indeed, in several contexts religious
belief emerged as a protective factor against support
for proscribed groups.13 Importantly, our studies
suggest that proscribed groups typically form, and
their adherents are typically motivated, in response
to political and material conditions;14 and what is
striking when comparing these movements is how
consistently and effectively they have formed and
positioned themselves in response to these four
conflict drivers.

Saferworld’s analyses of international engagement
in Afghanistan, the Sahel (in particular, Mali, Niger
and Burkina Faso), Somalia, Syria and Yemen cover
contexts of protracted instability in which al-Qaeda
and its affiliates and/or successor movements have,
for several years, sustained rebellions covering
significant territory and sections of the population,
and which have resulted in thousands of violent
deaths. Conflicts in such contexts are notoriously
hard to influence positively, but they cannot be
ignored – whether because of the gravity of the
transnational terror threats emanating from them,
or because of the scale of human rights abuses,
humanitarian need, displacement and human
insecurity they bring in their wake.

2.2.1 Violent fragmentation,
predation and the offer of
‘protection’

Reflecting on conflict drivers that have caused and/
or sustained conflict and provided conditions for
proscribed groups to thrive in in these contexts, four
structural factors stand out in particular:
n

violent fragmentation, predation and the security
dilemmas they create for various groups

n

kleptocratic levels of corruption

n

large-scale injustice and the absence of channels for
redress

n

unequal access to services, opportunities and
resources
These factors also resonate in our analyses of a
number of less unstable, but nonetheless insecure,
contexts such as Egypt, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, the
Philippines and Tunisia. Here, attacks and rebellions
by armed groups have been more sporadic, but
nonetheless deadly and traumatic and there have
also been concerns about people mobilising from
these contexts in response to perceived injustices
and the rallying cry of proscribed groups elsewhere.
The Taliban, al-Qaeda, al-Shabaab, AQAP and Ansar
al-Sharia, al-Nusra, ISIS and its affiliates in Egypt,
Libya, the Sahel and the Philippines all occupy
different places on a common family tree. All are
nonetheless distinct and should not be understood
as homogeneous and monolithic. Contradicting the
contention that the root cause of such movements is
extreme religious ideology, our studies echo others
in suggesting that religious motives may only form a
superficial discourse uniting adherents of these

It may seem obvious to observe that, in conflict
settings, security deteriorates. Significantly, when
violence becomes generalised, and populations
become widely exposed to predation – without hope
of protection from authorities who are often
complicit in abuses for political and economic
ends – this in itself becomes a driver of conflict.
These ‘security dilemmas’ drive fragmentation into
groups capable of offering protection, survival and
revenge – an offer proscribed groups have been well
placed to make.
Our research provides many examples of this. The
Taliban emerged in an Afghanistan riven by decades
of deep insecurity, dominated by warlords with
interests in the drugs trade and other illicit
activities.15 Many Afghans welcomed its first
accession to power (1994–96) as a replacement to
the chaos and predatory behaviour of Mujahideen
warlords in the period after Soviet withdrawal.16 This
was also a critical factor in its ability to gain support
for its steady fightback against Afghan and
international forces after 2001. Trapped between the
Taliban, NATO and ‘its corrupt Afghan allies’, amid
widespread ‘anger over civilian casualties’ and
‘popular disgust at the predatory Afghan government
and police’, many civilians in places like Helmand
and Kandahar merely ‘wanted security’ and ‘were
fashioning least-bad choices within families,
villages, and subtribes, to protect themselves from
both the Karzai regime and Taliban-aligned
predators ... with some sons enlisted in the Taliban
militias and others on the government payroll’.17
In Yemen, for years the state was ‘too weak to exert
control over much of its territory in the face of armed
challenges from citizens – with no reliable access by
2011 to [several] governorates’.18 Many segments of
the population came to see security forces as merely
predatory, and thus, ‘absence of reliable security
and justice provision has been an important reason
for tribes and other groups to make their own
arrangements’.19
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Somalia is another context where security dilemmas
have led many local clan groups and leaders to form
and retain their own militias, as well as leading many
to remain armed as the only way to safeguard
families and communities from pervasive
insecurity.20 The African Union Mission in Somalia’s
(AMISOM’s) stabilising presence has in some ways
counteracted this, but has too often simultaneously
been a source of insecurity as a result both of
persistent abuses and its focus on combat rather
than protection.21
The precursor to al-Shabaab was the Union of
Islamic Courts. As explained by Dr Afyare Elmi,
Director of the Heritage Institute for Policy Studies:
‘If you really want to understand the Islamic Courts,
you have to go beyond the Islamists and al-Shabaab
and all of these things. Islamic Courts began as early
as 1990s ... This was a movement that was aimed at
securing the neighborhood. It didn’t have any
political agenda, and it was supported by the local
merchants early on. [It] was actually an indigenous
movement that was trying to fill the vacuum that the
state left ... . They were basically neighborhood
security force of some sort.’ 22
As Elmi also noted, the Islamic Courts rose to power
as a reaction against the chaos unleashed by
warlords backed by the US as part of post-9/11 war
on terror.23
In 2011, Human Rights Watch described how
al-Shabaab continued to make people in its areas of
control a similar offer: ‘in many areas, al-Shabaab
rule has brought relative peace and order’ albeit ‘at a
steep price – especially for women’.24 On the one
hand, then, al-Shabaab violently extorts people to
secure money and weapons, including through
kidnapping and death threats.25 On the other, it
offers a partial alternative to the predation and
corruption of other actors both in areas that it
directly controls26 and in areas where it wields a
lesser degree of influence: ‘movement between and
within areas under full Al Shabaab control were
subject to fewer restrictions, security was strong and
transport and travel taxation was well-managed,
with receipts issued for road levies, indicating that
restrictions were grounded in a strategic purpose’.27

In Syria, ISIS and al-Nusra came to the fore in a
fragmenting rebellion by offering protection from
criminal groups and other rebels, from the Syrian
regime – and from their own violence.29 And
likewise: ‘[d]espite its brutality, ISIS imposed a
sense of order in areas under its control that
appealed to those who had been living either in the
chaos of war or under the authoritarianism of the
regime.’30
Similar patterns explain the intensification of
violence in Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso in recent
years. In a context of widespread weapons
proliferation, and in the face of violence with
impunity from armed groups and state security
forces, civilian populations have again taken to
forming defensive militias, sometimes with state
support, which have in turn proven often predatory
and abusive.31 Thus ‘in the second quarter of 2020
militias committed more human rights violations
than designated “terrorist” groups’ as ‘escalating
attacks ... have left communities caught between
violence by armed groups and by abusive security
forces’.32 In Mali, atrocities by security forces and
state-supported self-defence groups, including
large-scale sexual violence, ‘have provided a strong
push for Fulbé [also known as Fulani] to join
proscribed groups or turn to them for protection’.33
Amid an escalation in counter-terror operations and
the slaughter of 160 Fulanis in the Ogossagou
massacre, proscribed groups were able to ‘present
themselves to Fulani villagers as their protectors’.34
The Philippines, while less fragmented than some
other contexts studied, offers an example of how
decades-old events have affected the current
security landscape, with the brutal atrocities
perpetrated by the dictatorial regime of Ferdinand
Marcos against indigenous and Muslim Filipino
communities echoed by the heavy-handed security
provision experienced by Filipinos today.35
Resentment over past abuses, marginalisation and
neglect has proven fertile soil for violent and
proscribed groups to build support within society –
especially in the southern island of Mindanao.36

In Syria, as the war economy became more
rapacious, civilians increasingly looked for some
kind of remedy. Commenting on the rise of
proscribed groups in these circumstances, a Syrian
engineering student asked:

For the Taliban, al-Qaeda in Iraq, al-Shabaab and
others, a significant element of their appeal has also
been the ability to portray themselves as local
opposition movements countering the abuses of
foreign invaders.37 In al-Shabaab’s case, its shift
towards high profile attacks within Kenya were
explicitly framed as revenge for Kenyan conduct in
Somalia.38

“Where are the millions of humanity lovers? We don’t
see anything. We are human too. This is why people
are supporting Nusra. I am a college student. I hate
the regime. I’m not religious. People like Western
civilization. But we have a situation of people getting
tortured and killed in front of the whole world.” 28

In other settings, proscribed groups sometimes use
violence not only to eliminate groups they view as
apostates but also to provoke violence between
groups. The resulting security dilemmas can again
polarise society into warring, identity-based
groupings. For example, in Iraq from 2004, al-Qaeda
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in Iraq (AQI) deliberately attacked Shi’a
communities, successfully fomenting Sunni–Shi’a
civil war and pushing many Sunnis to take up arms.39

2.2.2 Kleptocracy and the fight
against corruption
Corruption is an enormously significant driver of
conflict worldwide. It can both fuel intense
resentment among those whom it dispossesses –
especially where this results in inequality between
groups – and erode the institutions that can hold
states and societies together. Corrupt political
orders foment public anger that opens the door to
proscribed groups. Although proscribed groups are
far from immune to corruption and criminality
themselves,40 corruption is often something they
explicitly seek to overturn:
‘radical groups will exploit grievances that go
unredressed. They will enforce a rigorously
puritanical code of behaviour; holding it out as the
only prospect for achieving conscientious
government in the interests of the community instead
of the self-indulgent few’.41
Saferworld’s 2016 study of counter-terror and
stabilisation in Yemen identified that the main threat
facing the country’s stability after 2001 was the
failure of a state captured by kleptocratic elites to
play a constructive role in tackling instability and
poverty. These elites ‘controlled and ransacked the
country’s economy in the decades leading up to the
2011 crisis, and continued to do so thereafter’.42 In
response, AQAP espoused sympathy for Yemeni
people’s suffering, and criticised the abuse and
corruption of the Yemeni state.43
Another country where resentment over corruption
translated into devastating instability in 2011 was
Syria. As a teacher interviewed by David Keen
observed, ‘[i]t is not a matter of hunger at all. The
Syrian revolution was a revolution of dignity and
fighting corruption.’ 44 Economic liberalisation prior
to the war enabled elites or ‘oligarchs’ close to the
president to consolidate wealth and military power,
reversing Ba’athist traditions of redistributing
resources to the rural population.45 Corruption was
very deep in the military.46 Then, as war took hold, a
vicious war economy flourished both within
government- and rebel-held areas, creating
important economic incentives for continuing the
war. Thereafter, an important reason for the
fragmentation of the rebellion was the extent to
which ‘war had become a business’.47 In this context,
in important ways, ISIS and al-Nusra were less
corrupt and cynical than other groups: ‘[t]he disarray
helped push fighters increasingly toward some of
the groups that seemed to have a stronger command

of their funding and their goals – groups such as
al-Nusra Front and eventually the Islamic State.’ 48
ISIS likewise established a highly organised taxation
system and reportedly, at times, ‘curried favour with
relatively low taxes’.49
Corruption as a result of exploitative warlord rule has
likewise been a critical factor in Afghan instability
from the Soviet era until today. As warlords came
back into power from 2001, explains Afghan justice
expert Huma Saeed, ‘they got involved in massive ...
economic state crime that included land grabbing,
illegal mining, and drug trafficking’. This ‘culture of
impunity ... pervasive everywhere ... affected very
much the service delivery on the ground’.50 In a 2010
study of Kandahar, local people ‘s[aw] the
government as an exclusive oligarchy devoted to its
own enrichment and closely tied to the international
coalition’.51
In response, the Taliban painted itself as a less
corrupt alternative. Admittedly, it was violent, and
dependant on criminal activity and revenues,
‘gather[ing] many strongmen under its umbrella
because it could guarantee the continuation of their
illegal economic activities’. Yet it punished those in
its ranks who solicited bribes – winning, as Chayes
recounts, the sympathy of the many powerless
Afghans ruthlessly extorted by rival authorities.52
Like other groups, the Taliban improved its tax
infrastructure, which ‘strengthened significantly
from 2006 onwards, allowing them to pay their
fighters, and ban (and punish) predatory behaviour
among them’. This contrasts again with the Afghan
state, whose soldiers at times ‘were forced to eat ...
grass or leaves’ when the state failed to pass on their
foreign-funded salaries.53
Similarly, Somalia has been afflicted by corruption
on a grand scale by successive Somali authorities.
The country’s war economy has involved routine
taxation and extortion by a wide variety of parties.54
Corruption left the government struggling to deliver
salaries to soldiers,55 many of whom were more loyal
to their clan than to the government. Corruption also
incentivises violent competition to control local and
national state institutions and thus stymies attempts
to restore order.56 Offering an alternative to
corruption has been a priority for al-Shabaab:
‘analysis of al-Shabaab’s “highly effective tax,
fundraising and payment systems”, has emphasised
how its systems of financial control have enabled the
group to both sustain itself and provide welfare to its
members, all of which has resulted in a perception
that al-Shabaab is “financially competent and less
corrupt than the central and local authorities it
opposes”’.57
Many reports note that, even if Somalis would prefer
not to be extorted by the group, al-Shabaab’s
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taxation is clear, consistent, organised and well
enforced.58 At times, many Somali businesspeople
have preferred to transport goods via al-Shabaab
territory due to the unpredictability and extortion
they face in areas of government control.59
Echoing Chayes, our 2017 study of Tunisia
highlighted how – albeit in a different context –
‘acute corruption’ and the stalling of reform efforts
were a major cause of public resentment.60 Ansar
al-Sharia Tunisia’s rapid growth in 2011–2014 thus
partly stemmed from its ability to take advantage of
frustrations with state corruption and inefficiency
through its strong organisational skills (‘like a state
within a state’).61

2.2.3 From impunity to rough
‘justice’
Predation, corruption and other injustices become
more intractable in the absence of paths to achieve
justice and redress – which can also mean that
tensions and disputes between groups spiral out of
control. Beyond offering protection, opposing
corruption and enunciating what they deem a ‘just
cause’, most of the proscribed groups in our studies
actively aimed to dispense ‘justice’.
Access to justice in Afghanistan was next to nonexistent in the warlord-dominated period before the
Taliban swept to power in 1994–1996, and in the
state that emerged after the Taliban were defeated in
2001.62 In this context, disputes between groups –
for example over land, property and water – would
fester unresolved.63 A 2011 study in Afghanistan
suggested that many Afghans had more faith in
Taliban justice than state justice, and that the
Taliban also had somewhat effective complaints
mechanisms.64
Our study of Somalia also documents a situation of
almost total impunity. As Mary Harper observes,
while al-Shabaab’s stonings, beheadings and
amputations fixate the media, ‘the reality involves
far more than gruesome punishments ... I know a
number of Somalis who abhor what al-Shabaab
stands for but who use its courts because they are
more efficient and reliable than the official
judiciary’.65 Our research also documents how on
occasion al-Shabaab has been asked to rule on
cases such as land disputes by those outside its
areas of control – in part because of its reputation for
investigating and for providing impartial rulings, and
in part because it is prepared to enforce them.66 Via
its interpretation of Islam and Sharia, al-Shabaab
also offers Somalis a different ordering principle to
that of clan competition and conflict. It has thus
made successful efforts to address clan conflicts in
some areas under its control, such as Belet Hawo in
Gedo region:

‘Under Al Shabaab rule, this competition [between
Marehan subclans] was suppressed and Al
Shabaab’s dispute mediation helped maintain its
authority over the area. After Ethiopian forces pushed
Al Shabaab out in late 2010, clan factions resumed
their contestation, often over positions in the District
Administration.’67
In opposing the problems of clan rivalry, al-Shabaab
appears to object in principle to clan-driven misrule
in Somalia. While it would be wrong to overstate the
appeal of a movement reviled by most Somalis,
al-Shabaab’s aim in such instances has been to
provide an alternative not only to clan conflict but
also to unjust winner-takes-all behaviour by
dominant clans.68
Some also see al-Shabaab as a path around unjust
political exclusion: we found that in many cases
individuals or communities joined or allied with it for
personal, local reasons – such as being cut out of
power structures – rather than only for religious/
ideological alignment with al-Qaeda’s transnational
agenda.69 For good or ill, many al-Shabaab
adherents see it as a way to gain power and control
in a highly disempowering socio-political context.70
The background to the Syrian war was again a
situation where entrenched grievances that could
not be expressed or constructively addressed
became ‘a source of humiliation’. As one lawyer
commented: “On a personal level, I haven’t
perceived myself as a human.”71 Whereas the corrupt
Syrian regime was unpredictable in the way it
handled citizens’ property, ISIS Sharia courts tended
to secure people’s property rights without the need
for ‘wasta’ (personal connections).72
In Yemen, from the turn of the millennium, ‘precious
few actors [we]re prepared to address key drivers of
conflict in the public interest’ 73, and ‘state security
and justice provision failed ... not only because of
weak capacity but more significantly due to years of
contamination ... by elite interests’.74 With formal
justice institutions ‘co-opted by elites, deliberately
weakened or altogether absent’ – and certain
military figures doubling as judges and running their
own prisons – access to justice was almost entirely
foreclosed.75 In this context, people ‘turned to group
identities to seek redress for grievances, and protect
their interests’.76 Meanwhile, AQAP positioned itself
as a ‘lightning rod’ for grievances: ‘[i]n a context of
widespread popular grievance and disillusionment
with Yemen’s leadership, Johnsen argued in 2010
that AQAP had become “the most representative
organisation in Yemen” ... consistent not only in
criticising corruption and illegitimacy in the Yemeni
regime, but also in enunciating its goals in public
and seeking to align its actions with its rhetoric.’ 77
It also sought to address the vacuum of justice in
practice, by providing Sharia judges to tackle
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backlogs of judicial cases in areas it controlled, such
as Jaar, Zinjibar and other southern towns.78
The ‘rough justice’ on offer from proscribed groups
can take the form of revenge against, or efforts to
push back against, those seen as responsible for the
injustice of abuse, inequality or marginalisation.
Ethnically Somali Kenyans in our studies had been
exposed to both al-Shabaab and state violence in
what a Mandera resident described as ‘a war that
hurts us twice’.79 Amid a history of heavy-handed
state responses to secessionary aspirations, and
ongoing patterns of abuse and extortion by
authorities in which victims expressed little hope of
accountability, ‘51 percent of Somali-Kenyans
believe that their ethnic group are often or always
treated unfairly by the government – more than twice
the rate of any other ethnic group in Kenya’.80 In
response, al-Shabaab has targeted many attacks at
Kenyan security forces. It has also garnered
sympathy and fostered polarisation by attacking
targets who symbolise the presence of the Kenyan
state and the expropriation of land from local
Muslims. The June–July 2014 attacks in coastal
counties of Kenya mostly targeted Kikuyus not
indigenous to the area. Although styled as revenge
for Kenyan actions in Somalia they were also
targeted along fault lines of local divisions: ‘situating
its violence on Lamu’s faultlines of identity, land and
politics’ and often targeting immigrants into the area
from other counties who were seen as having
unjustly expropriated land whose local owners did
not have title deeds.81
The offer of rough ‘justice’ to the powerless clearly
also functions transnationally, as in Kyrgyzstan and
Tunisia, where recruitment into proscribed groups
has been motivated by outrage over the abuses
suffered by fellow Muslims in Iraq, Palestine and
Syria.82

2.2.4 Amid unequal services and
opportunities, a helping hand
In many contexts, the collapse of service provision –
for example in health, education, water, sanitation
and energy supply – can be not only a symptom but
also a cause of the collapse of state authority and
legitimacy. It can feed into protest, displacement or
mobilisation of the public to find their own solutions
and responses. Likewise, exclusion – whether from
opportunities, resources or livelihoods – can lead to
public frustration and desperation, with similar
impacts as the population makes the best of limited
choices to get through adversity and scarcity.83 In
spite of their embattled position, many proscribed
groups spend time and resources on providing relief,
services and livelihoods to their members and the
people under their control.

In Syria, before the war, economic liberalisation had
led to a sharp rise in unemployment and rural
poverty, alongside a drought which caused people to
move into urban slums with few services. During the
war, deliberately induced resource scarcity
interacted with the war economy, creating windfall
profits for warlords, militias, government officials
and businessmen while causing desperate civilians
to feel abandoned by the international community
and turn towards either the regime or
(fundamentalist) armed groups.84 Many fell in with
ISIS and al-Nusra simply because there was a
perception that they were willing to help them.85
For their part, ISIS and Nusra at certain points
‘provided a range of goods and services’,86 not least
education. In an attempt to reverse the process of
state collapse, ISIS ‘built a holistic system of
governance that include[d] religious, educational,
judicial, security, humanitarian, and infrastructure
projects’.87 ISIS also ‘spen[t] considerable financial
resources on the provision of social services to
civilian populations under its control’, providing
education, transport, healthcare, capping food
prices, providing money and food to the poor and
even maintaining some local infrastructure.88
In Somalia, ‘protracted violence, poverty and
humanitarian crisis’ had made the country ‘one of
the world’s poorest’, with ‘significant levels of
unemployment, under-employment, minimal
education and significant humanitarian needs’.89
Over two thirds of young people (themselves making
up over 70 per cent of the population) were
unemployed.90 In contexts like this, ‘membership in
armed opposition groups’ can be ‘as much an
articulation of political and economic
marginalisation as it is a statement of religious
ideology’.91 Members of some marginalised clans
Saferworld consulted admitted that they permit their
youth to join al-Shabaab as a protest at the exclusion
they face from undemocratic local administrations.92
In turn, al-Shabaab appeals by offering an
alternative to extreme socio-economic deprivation
and marginalisation. Indeed, although people may
dislike paying taxes to al-Shabaab, or take issue with
its style of education, ‘at least there are functioning
schools in many areas occupied by the group’ and
‘the redistribution of at least some of this money
helps support the destitute’ – that is, the sentiment
is that ‘the group is not corrupt’ and ‘provides
important public goods’.93
Across the border in Kenya, the problems of troubled
northeastern and coastal counties are in part rooted
in exclusion. For example, residents of Lamu had
problems getting titles to their land, and in Garissa,
young people were blocked from attaining identity
documents crucial for moving freely, and accessing
services and jobs. In Mandera, opportunities for
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locals were also scarce, with services in retreat
following al-Shabaab attacks on skilled public sector
workers from outside the county.94 With the pressure
on men to provide for families in this patriarchal
society, feuding clans and al-Shabaab could offer
resources to lure young men into violence.95
As Tunisia grew susceptible to proscribed groups’
attacks and recruitment during the 2010s, the ‘sense
of marginalisation [was] particularly strong in
Tunisia’s peripheral regions which ha[d] historically
been neglected in favour of the coastal cities’, with
low levels of public and private investment
underpinning lack of infrastructure, education and
employment opportunities. Given the limited
options of young people from areas like Sidi Hassine
(migrate illegally or join criminal or proscribed
groups), the country’s excluded youth were
memorably described to our researchers as the
‘living dead’.96 This ‘lack ... of political avenues for
improving people’s lives and fulfilling the promises
of the revolution ... increased the appeal of violent
groups’, who ‘appeal[ed] to people’s longing for a
place and role in society, and their
rejection of the state and society which
the resilience of these
ha[d] denied them these things’.97
Alongside this, proscribed groups
proscribed groups seems
carried out charitable works and offered
to stem partly from their
financial and material benefits.98

ability to respond better
than their rivals to
people’s needs and
conflict drivers.

In Yemen in the 2000s, years of
kleptocracy and a darkening
macroeconomic outlook ‘entrenched
socio-economic, political, security and
justice problems’ to the point where
large swathes of Yemen ‘lack[ed]
electricity, water, gas, healthcare and education’.99
A third of Yemenis had inadequate calorific intake by
2010.100 In response AQAP provided livelihoods to
recruits and services (such as electricity and disaster
relief) in areas it controlled.101 As veteran Yemen
correspondent Iona Craig explained, ‘[a]l Qaeda
learned that it needed to infiltrate the community by
persuasion ... In Mukalla, they were rebuilding roads
that have been washed away in the floods ...
providing health care and social services ... to make
themselves more appealing to the local
population.’ 102
Warlord rule in Afghanistan likewise undermined
civilian institutions and meant a near-total absence
of social services and legal economic opportunities.
In both Afghanistan103 and Yemen, youth accounted
for very large proportions of the population, and had
access to very few opportunities. In Afghanistan,
motives for men joining the Taliban included
attraction to its remuneration.104
In the Sahel likewise, ‘natural resources have been
over-concentrated in the hands of political elites’,
with the focus of military regimes on security

draining resources for education, health and other
social services. Such ‘exclusionary governance has
at times left communities like the Fulbé [Fulani] ...
and the Bella in Mali at the political margins’,105 as
well as cementing the political exclusion of youth
and women. Desertification has also exacerbated
resource scarcity and competition. In the Sahel,
‘[w]hile business owners join armed groups to
protect their businesses, livestock and trade routes,
young boys are often motivated by the opportunity to
get money, a motorbike and social status.’ 106
Again, proscribed groups often extend a helping
hand to those within a specific identity group, as in
the Philippines, where the Maute Group and related
affiliates played upon the historic marginalisation of
Mindanao’s Muslim population by authorities in
Manila. A variation on this theme is that most
proscribed groups have a gendered approach, target
women and, in some very limited cases, even meet
some of their needs.107 Some proscribed groups can
thus exploit the victimisation of women in
patriarchal societies to encourage recruitment or to
justify their cause to wider society.108

2.2.5 Implications of proscribed
groups’ behaviour
What is the implication of these behaviours by
proscribed groups, replicated across diverse
contexts? Two points are worth registering. First, the
resilience of these proscribed groups seems to stem
partly from their ability to respond better than their
rivals to people’s needs and conflict drivers. This is
not to suggest that proscribed groups necessarily
attract majority or widespread support in societies
where they prove resilient. Most people living in
affected contexts are simply trapped between the
predations of both violent groups and problematic
authorities, making ‘least-bad’ choices to survive as
best they can.109 Nonetheless, a core part of
proscribed groups’ ‘offer’ has been access to
(relative) safety, rules-based (albeit often corrupt,
violent and repressive) government and a version of
justice, as well as subsistence and essential
services. In response, counter-terror and
stabilisation planners should be asking whether
their efforts are making the people of a conflictaffected context a visibly better offer than that made
by proscribed groups. As discussed below, this
question has too often not been asked. If the answer
is no, it appears unlikely that conflicts and the threat
posed by proscribed groups can be successfully
addressed.
Second, when proscribed groups – often seen as
irreconcilable and strongly vilified in view of their
abhorrent violence, repression and intolerance –
provide public goods, this is sometimes dismissed
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as a cynical attempt to seduce recruits into support
for their ‘evil’ ends. This may in part be fair: many of
those who joined ISIS as foreign fighters
subsequently realised that they had made an
appalling mistake. Yet proscribed groups often have
an enviable knack for conflict analysis, and position
themselves smartly regarding emotive fault lines in
the societies they wish to influence. In fact, as well
as impacting on people in conflict settings in a
variety of negative ways, proscribed groups, and
those who fill their ranks, often make significant
investments in creating an alternative model of
governance, justice and service delivery for the
material benefit of those whom they claim to serve.
This is important, because it means that elements
within these movements (or at least those members
who serve the cause for these reasons) have, to
some extent, material aims rather than being driven
by fanaticism. Movements and individuals focused
on material change may, under certain
circumstances, and noting significant caveats, be
reconcilable. To the extent that their material or
governance agenda outcompetes the alternatives –
in being less corrupt, maintaining ‘order’, reconciling
clan conflicts, dispensing justice, administering tax
and providing services better than existing state
structures – such attributes may in fact be badly
needed within a future political settlement, if more
abhorrent aims and behaviours can be left at the
door.

2.3
State motives and
behaviours
As noted, the problem of terrorism is overwhelmingly
rooted in conflict. Although democratisation can be
a violent process, overall, states that enjoy more
democratic governance and greater respect for
human rights are also less prone to conflict.110 If
governance and state–society relations are so
important in peace and conflict dynamics, what are
the dynamics in play when some parties to conflict
are proscribed amid a global war on terrorism?
Across our studies and others’ work, setting aside
until section two the patterns resulting from
governments’ interventions from outside the regions
in question, four significant patterns in the dynamics
involving state actors stand out.

2.3.1 State abuse, corruption and
exclusion: fuelling conflict and the
rise of proscribed groups
We have noted above how corruption, security
disintegration, predation, injustice, and
marginalisation from services, politics and
opportunities are major factors driving conflict, and
the ways in which they have enabled proscribed
groups to find a foothold. What is important to stress
is the responsibility of states for permitting,
choosing and/or failing to reverse these trends.
Numerous studies show that ‘disaffection with
government’ and state abuses such as the killing
or arrest of a family member or friend,
are important motives for those who
join proscribed groups.111 Where elites’
proscribed groups often
and states’ abuse, corruption and
exclusion disproportionately favour
have an enviable knack for
people from particular identity groups,
conflict analysis, and
this can reinforce proscribed groups’
position themselves
efforts to appeal to and bring together
smartly regarding emotive
such groups.

fault lines in the societies

States’ abuse, corruption and exclusion
they wish to influence.
is often rooted in the preoccupation of
their elites with the pursuit of wealth
and power interests. Yemen is an
important example of this. Throughout the years
2001–2011, from an international perspective,
concern centred on the threat posed by al-Qaeda in
the country. Meanwhile, the biggest threats to
stability in Yemen – the abuse and cynicism of its
ruling elites, and the predatory behaviour of its
security forces – kept getting worse until they led to
the seismic explosion of popular unrest during the
Arab Spring and Yemen’s fragmentation into
protracted conflict. It was amid this fragmentation
that al-Qaeda and Islamic State were able to grow,
prosper, claim territory and acquire weapons stocks.
As noted, the Taliban in Afghanistan and the Islamic
Courts Union in Somalia both emerged as an
alternative to warlord-dominated and predatory
orders, and both have defined themselves explicitly
against (and gained support because of) the corrupt
practices of their state opponents. By 2007 in
Afghanistan, ‘the Karzai regime was sinking into
systematic racketeering across the South’, and
police and district officials were involved in drug
trafficking and extortion.112
States have been similarly culpable for feeding
public grievances in Mali, Burkina Faso and Niger,
where ‘excessive use of force against citizens and
human rights abuses by security forces have become
normalised and widespread’ and ‘[a] systematic lack
of accountability of security forces includes impunity
regarding ... sexual violence towards women and
girls.’ 113 Abuses in the Sahel have both ‘fuelled
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distrust towards the state’ and insecurity in general,
but also ‘influenced young people’s decisions to join
violent groups’.114 According to International Alert,
‘real or perceived state abuse is the number one
factor’ causing young Fulanis interviewed in Mali,
Burkina Faso and Niger to join proscribed groups.115
The Ethiopian invasion to oust the Islamic Courts
Union eliminated few ‘terrorist’ operatives, but gave
birth to a much more potent violent movement in
al-Shabaab. In Somalia, human rights reports have
consistently illustrated the culpability of Somali
security forces, AMISOM and other regional troops
and their proxies in indiscriminate attacks and
abuses against Somali civilians.116 As noted by ORG,
abuses by the Somali National Army (SNA) are “a big
recruitment tool for Al Shabaab because ... they
steal, rape, etc. Same as others, but this time in
uniform, with Somali flags on it”.117 Such abuses
have powerfully reinforced al-Shabaab’s narrative of
grievance.118 Our research also notes in relation to
al-Shabaab that even targeted violence ‘poses an
existential threat ... to which its predictable
response will remain an ugly fight for survival’.119
Kenya’s military intervention in Somalia precipitated
a steep rise in al-Shabaab violence within Kenya.120
Similarly in Kenya, part of the reason for escalating
violence was indiscriminate security force abuses.
Operation Usalama Watch in April 2014 targeted
immigrants and involved indiscriminate arrests (over
4,000 in the first week) and abuse of suspects.
Within a month, al-Shabaab had released a video in
Swahili condemning the operation’s victimisation of
Kenya’s Muslims.121 Some locals we spoke to in Lamu
admitted that if forced to choose between
al-Shabaab and the security forces, they would
choose al-Shabaab.122
Both rights deficits and marginalisation have
underpinned unrest in Tunisia. Repressive counterterror measures have increased people’s resentment
towards and distrust of the state and the security
sector.123 In the marginalised area of Sidi Bouzid,
Tunisia, a civil society representative told us:
“[s]ome people sympathise with terrorist
organisations because they resent the state for its
absence. This sometimes leads to individuals not
denouncing concerning behaviour or actually being
happy when attacks target the state.” 124 Local
frustration at tough security measures in Tunisia’s
border areas was also pushing communities into
closer cooperation with violent groups.125
States’ use of torture has tipped young people
towards violent movements in Syrian, Yemeni and
even Tunisian prisons.126 Following widely reported
sexual torture in United Arab Emirates (UAE)
detention facilities in Yemen, according to a Yemeni
commander, “[j]oining ISIS and al-Qaeda became a
way to take revenge for all the sexual abuses.” 127

In both Tunisia and Kyrgyzstan we noted concerns
over the breadth of clampdowns on religious
leaders, institutions and minorities – echoing the
dangers of proscribing political Islam exemplified by
the approach of the Sisi regime in Egypt.128 Egypt’s
President Sisi has used the terror threat to justify
intense repression: sweeping counter-terror laws to
clamp down on dissent, mass incarceration
overseen by military tribunals, widespread
‘assembly-line’ use of torture, and extra-judicial
killing.129 The strategy targets not only individuals
suspected of violence but also journalists, civil
society and dissenting citizens. In Sinai, Egypt’s
hidden war has escalated in part due to the
collective punishment of local communities who
‘suffer under the dual oppression of Wilayat Sinai’s
ideological authoritarianism and the state’s policies
of collective punishment’, including both aerial
bombardment and the displacement of thousands of
civilians.130 Saferworld’s 2017 study noted how state
brutality had pushed moderate dissenters into
silence or violent resistance. However, Egypt’s
approach to counter-terrorism has since proven so
repressive that it has for the time being largely
extinguished rebellion. Nonetheless, such
approaches have a long track record of provoking
conflict – with suppressed grievances festering and
re-emerging even decades later – and thus Egypt is
likely to continue paying a heavy price for such
approaches long into the future.131

2.3.2 States overreact to proscribed
groups’ provocation
As noted above, around the world, proscribed
groups have been involved in some of the most
outrageous acts of violence in recent memory.
Although it would be wrong to seek to rationalise
every attack, at the same time it is important to
understand that ‘provoking an overreaction is
terrorism 101’.132 In Lamu and Garissa counties in
Kenya, our studies describe how ‘al-Shabaab was
picking targets and making statements to inflame
grievances and polarisation that already existed,
drawing them into its struggle’. They then describe a
highly problematic security force response: after the
gruesome attacks in Lamu in 2014, there was a wave
of beatings, arrests, theft of property, detentions
and extra-judicial killings of young men.133 Our study
of Garissa likewise narrates how al-Shabaab
provocation and security force overreactions
threatened to spiral out of control in 2012:
‘[al-]Shabaab targeted the police with improvised
explosive devices (IEDs), grenades and arson
attacks, and the police responded with
indiscriminate attacks on local ethnic Somalis. On
1 October, police officers reportedly beat dozens of
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villagers, including women and children, following a
grenade attack. One witness reported hearing an
officer saying: “We shall make sure we have killed all
of you terrorists before you kill us”. On 19 October,
after an explosion in Garissa town ... police officers
carried out a night-long operation in which they beat
or shot at least 40 local residents and destroyed
property. Then, on 19 November 2012, three KDF
[Kenya Defence Forces] soldiers, all members of the
African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM), were
gunned down while changing a tyre in Garissa town,
and the attackers made off with the soldiers’ guns.
This triggered a rampage by the military, who shot
several people including uniformed police, beat
many others, and proceeded to burn the Suq Mugdi
market in Garissa town. Women and children were
among the casualties, and soldiers also shot at
students inside a local school.’ 134
In these cases, successful provocation by
al-Shabaab of heavy-handed, inefficient security
responses served to escalate divisions and further
distance local Muslims from government security
providers. Similarly, after 9/11 had successfully
provoked not only the invasion of Afghanistan but
also fed into the invasions of Iraq and later Somalia,
the Taliban then went on (successfully) to fight ‘a
classic “war of the flea”, largely along the same lines
used by the mujahideen twenty years ago against
the Soviets, including fighting in villages to
deliberately provoke air strikes and collateral
damage’.135 Aware of the cultural importance
attached to revenge in some local codes of honour,
the Taliban provoked violence that local people felt
obliged to avenge.
In May 2017 in the Philippines, after ISIS-affiliated
groups (the Abu Sayyaf Group and Maute group)
‘captured’ Marawi City on the southern island of
Mindanao, the Armed Forces of Philippines
responded with a three-month military campaign
which displaced 98 per cent of the population and
killed at least 47 civilians. The disproportionate
military response is viewed by Marawi’s displaced
residents through a ‘narrative that Manila destroyed
Marawi’, and has sown further seeds of discord
between residents in Mindanao and authorities.136
By provoking states into sweeping responses often
involving indiscriminate abuses, proscribed groups
have an effective strategy for reinforcing patterns
described above. Grievances among populations
who suffer the fallout feed into sympathy and
support for proscribed groups. Escalatory cycles of
violence and retaliation polarise societies into
warring camps, turning a marginal movement into
one side in a wider conflict. As Tom Parker has noted:
‘If you go back and look at every historical iteration
more or less on every continent, you’ll see that the
terrorists have always pursued their goals within the

same basic doctrine. One aspect of that doctrine is
provoking an overreaction. They do that for a variety
of reasons. One of which is to polarize society.
Another of which is to have the government drive
their constituents into their arms, because they’ve
been alienated by the state security response. This
has been a very openly avowed tactic for terrorist
organizations [throughout] the last 150 years. ...
States have fallen for it pretty much every single
time.’ 137

2.3.3 Many states nurture or inflate
the ‘terror’ threat to acquire the
benefits of fighting it
Many states have made ‘useful enemies’ of violent
opponents and/or proscribed groups. They include
Rwanda, Uganda, Sudan, Guatemala, Pakistan and
many others.138 Governments that encounter
opponents whom they can proscribe as ‘terrorists’
can as a result expect to gain greater domestic,
regional and international support, which can help
them consolidate political power and legitimacy,
gain impunity for abuses, and secure financial and
security support and other benefits that enable them
to confront opponents, exploit civilians and control
resources. The challenge is that such states’
interests often lie in ‘failing’ to resolve the conflict or
tackle the rise of proscribed groups effectively – and
even in actively enabling them to persist.
Our study of Yemen shows how Yemen’s corrupt and
authoritarian ruler Ali Abdullah Saleh staved off
external pressure and secured massive stabilisation
investments by allowing al-Qaeda to regroup from
2006 onwards.139 In response, foreign backers led by
the UK pledged USD$7.8 billion in stabilisation
assistance.140 The US alone spent over $600 million
on security assistance to the regime.141 Playing host
to anti-Western militants had become a lucrative
endeavour – providing not only finances, arms and
security structures for cementing control, but also a
pretext for intimidating the media and a range of
political opponents while lessening the need to
appease discontented groups.142
In Somalia too, as Harper and Menkhaus have
observed, ‘powerful politicians have stakes in
private security companies’, and ‘at least some
Somali non-state security providers have staged
insecurity in order to provide protection, and ...
undermine[d] the revival of an effective central
government and security sector’.143
It is possible, though difficult to prove, that the
involvement of Kenyan military personnel in charcoal
and sugar trading (providing critical financial
resources to al-Shabaab)144 falls into this category of
behaviour as well, although this could merely be
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self-defeating individual corruption rather than a
conscious strategy to allow al-Shabaab to persist.
For its part, Ethiopia was so incensed by the
reduction in compensation for its role in stabilising
Somalia that it withdrew troops, enabling
al-Shabaab to regain hard-won territory.145

The most detailed case study we have of intentional
nurturing of ‘terrorism’ is that of Syria, where there is
some evidence to suggest that the Assad regime
boosted armed rebellion and/or violent
fundamentalist elements (see Box 1) in order to
capitalise on the benefits of claiming to be fighting a
war on terror.146

BOX 1: Nine ways in which the Syrian regime boosted armed rebellion
and fundamentalism147
1. Before the war, the regime facilitated a flow of
jihadis from Syria into Iraq, in part as an attempt
to increase leverage over the US Government; this
process drew on – and helped to strengthen –
links between the Assad regime and
fundamentalist elements within Syria, and these
links were again to become significant in the
Syrian war.
2. During the war, regime attacks on civilians –
and widespread abuse such as torture and
arbitrary imprisonment – helped both to provoke
and to expand the armed rebellion.
3. The regime stirred sectarian sentiment through
selective attacks and use of divisive language.
4. The regime selectively released violent
fundamentalists from Syrian prisons, and helped
them to form brigades and acquire weapons.
5. The regime actively colluded with terror
attacks, making the threat of terrorism seem
greater than it initially was.

6. At times, the regime cooperated economically
with rebel groups, including by buying oil from
ISIS and al-Nusra, buying grain from ISIS and
continuing to supply ISIS areas with water, gas
and electricity.
7. Regime actors engaged in a range of predatory
behaviours that predictably lost ‘hearts and
minds’, sometimes to the advantage of rebel
groups.
8. The regime promoted scarcity in rebel areas –
not least through blocking international relief
operations – radicalising public opinion and
strengthening anti-Western groups at the
expense of less militant elements.
9. The regime offered partial immunity from its
own attacks to ISIS in particular, while
concentrating much of its violence on alternative,
non-fundamentalist governance structures.

Figure 1: A self-reinforcing system
Provoke overreaction
Conflict
State/elite abuse,
corruption,
exclusion

Violent proscribed
groups
Nurturing/threat
inflation

International political, financial, security assistance
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This has proven a highly successful survival strategy
for this most abusive of regimes – delegitimising a
rebellion originally founded on genuine political
grievances, cementing the support of allies,
providing a veneer of legitimacy for its own abuses
(and those of Russia and Iran), staving off the threat
of Western intervention, sowing fear in the minds of
many Syrians fearful of ‘Salafist extremism’ 148 and
even helping to galvanise state security personnel
into committing horrific abuses against protesters.149
Even states that do not actively collude with or
enable proscribed groups can accrue benefits from
involvement in ‘war on terror’, reducing their
incentives to resolve the conflict and address its
drivers.150 In the Philippines, as it embraced the
rhetoric of counter-terrorism the government also
undermined the peace process with the combined
Communist Party of the Philippines, the New
People’s Army and the National Democratic Front of
the Philippines (CPP-NPA-NDFP) – terminating
negotiations and labelling the CPP-NPA as ‘terrorist
communists’.151
Likewise, as we documented in Kyrgyzstan, states
and other actors often share an interest in ‘threat
inflation’ – exaggerating the challenge posed by
‘violent extremists’, or those seeking to join
proscribed groups overseas – in order to secure
international backing and divert domestic and
international attention away from other pressing
issues (in this case, poor governance, political
marginalisation and low access to justice and social
services).152

2.3.4 Many states use the benefits
attained by participating in ‘war on
terror’ for other ends
When states and ruling elites do successfully label
opponents as proscribed groups as part of an
avowed ‘war on terror’ and attain the benefits of
fighting them, they have in many cases used these
benefits for purposes other than combatting these
groups. For example, in Afghanistan’s Kandahar
province, in the context of a ‘democratising’ state,
local warlords were directing coalition forces’ raids
at their political rivals.153 In the Philippines, counterterrorism has provided an ideal pretext and toolkit
for the Duterte government to crack down on
domestic opposition, an aim it has achieved in part
by co-opting local-level mechanisms:154 Community
policing structures are increasingly becoming
vehicles for military control, while local level peace
and order councils are seen as having become
forums for ‘spying on everyone’.155 As this is one of
the major challenges facing counter-terror and
stabilisation approaches, we return to it in section 3.
These patterns in state behaviour, and the elite
incentives of accumulating wealth and power that
underpin them, feed the drivers of conflict and
encourage the rise of proscribed groups. As such,
they are a huge obstacle to ending conflicts and
reducing the threat posed by proscribed groups
active in conflict settings. This is particularly the
case because, as shown in Figure 1, the interaction
between conflict drivers, state behaviours and
proscribed groups’ behaviours can be seen as a selfreinforcing system, which typically resists attempts
to transform it – entrenching conflicts, the
predations of abusive states and the threat posed by
proscribed groups as long as it continues to function
untransformed.
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Responses to conflicts
involving proscribed groups
Since 9/11, states have invested
extraordinary political, financial and
military resources to combat proscribed
groups as part of a ‘war on terror’ that has
touched at least 85 countries. By the end
of 2022, the US alone will have spent
$8 trillion on combatting terrorism since
the attacks. These responses have been
wide-ranging, including counterterrorism and C/PVE programmes,
stabilisation and peace operations,
security assistance, capacity
development and reform efforts,
statebuilding, peacebuilding and
dialogue efforts, as well as development
and relief programmes.

At least 925,000 have died due to direct war violence
in relevant conflicts, and ‘several times as many due
to the reverberating effects of war’ – at least 360,000
of them civilians.156 Counter-terror and stabilisation
efforts have likewise locked numerous countries into
cycles of violence, grievance and enmity from which
they are struggling to escape.157 This includes
protracted instability in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
Somalia, Syria and Yemen, as well as violence in
Nigeria and the Philippines and faltering efforts to
‘stabilise’ Mali and neighbouring countries in the
Sahel. These wars have also displaced an estimated
38 million people,158 and precipitated a number of
humanitarian crises.
What has human suffering on such a grand scale
bought? There was a 50 per cent decline in global
terror attacks between 2014 and 2019.159 Many
important attacks have been foiled, such as the plan
by al-Qaeda to detonate explosives disguised as soft
drinks on multiple airliners flying from Britain to the
US and Canada in 2006.160 No attack on the scale of
9/11 or worse has succeeded. Nonetheless, the
number of global terror attacks in 2019 remained
over four times the figure in 2001.161 There are,
according to Bruce Hoffmann, four times as many
groups today designated by the US State Department
as terrorist organisations as there were on 9/11.162
Although ISIS has been driven from much of the
territory it held in Iraq and Syria, it and its affiliates
remain responsible for significant violence. Few
proscribed groups have been defeated, and most
will be heartened by the Taliban’s resurgence in
Afghanistan. Likewise, the democratic gains of the
post-Cold War era have been wiped out, and the
global influence and standing of the lead powers
involved in the war on terror is today in decline.163
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Overall, although our studies note some instances of
qualified success, we conclude after weighing the
costs and the benefits that international responses
to conflicts involving proscribed groups have, on
balance, failed. It is critical to anatomise and learn
from this failure. This section therefore summarises
key factors that explain it. We reserve discussion of
the limited evidence we found of successful
approaches for the related paper ‘How guns fall
silent: Analysing examples of relative success in
integrated stabilisation’.

3.1
Weak analysis and
understanding of
conflicts, proscribed
groups, states and
public attitudes
From the outset of interventions, weak analysis
undermines the quality of response strategies and
the potential to influence conflict dynamics in a
positive way. Three important issues are: first, the
distortion of analysis due to ‘threat inflation’;
second, ‘labelling problems’ – problems stemming
from how the conflict and those involved are labelled
and misperceived as a result; and third, the
consequent failure to adopt a conflict transformation
perspective that prioritises grievances and seriously
considers the offer being made to the public.
Numerous analysts have observed the process of
threat inflation regarding ‘terrorism’ and ‘violent
extremism’.164 This can be hard for those crafting
strategies and programmes in conflict contexts to
influence: as political leaders and the media
emphasise terror threats and the ‘tough’ responses
they require, many of those involved in conflict are
incentivised to join in exaggerating the threat posed
by proscribed groups.
For example, in Central Asia, policy panic about
foreign fighters has led donors to pump money into
C/PVE efforts without convincingly assessing the
true nature or extent of the challenge. This resulted
in the rapid flow of money into C/PVE initiatives
despite questionable evidence and assumptions.165
The UN and civil society organisations (CSOs) have
increasingly become C/PVE implementers – busied
by an array of programmes that misdiagnose the
problem and focus on tackling ‘violent extremism’

individually rather than systemically, often at the
expense of work on governance or peacebuilding.166
The counter-terror lens can also lead to skipping or
distorting genuine understanding of local dynamics,
where, as an non-governmental organisation (NGO)
worker told ORG, “international militaries ... don’t
understand ... local dynamics” and “rewrite the
narrative to fit what they want to do”.167
Given the strong incentives for governments to label
conflicts as war against ‘terrorists’ and to inflate the
threat, at the UN, ‘[c]laims and statements about
“new threats”, which are not always backed up by
clear evidence, are replicated and regurgitated
during UN Security Council meetings, G[lobal]
C[ounter] T[error] S[trategy] negotiations and from
official UN social media accounts.’ The result of this
is that ‘[t]he premium set on counter-terrorism by
some member states has created incentives for the
UN to prioritise, magnify and overestimate terrorrelated risks over other prominent risks of equal or
greater importance.’ 168
Within a decade of 9/11, as many as 214 terrorism
‘blacklists’ had been adopted worldwide.169 As noted
above, proscription can have the positive function of
prohibiting the use of terror tactics, deterring their
use and triggering non-military efforts to prevent
terror attacks and bring those responsible to justice.
It may also be effective in discouraging individuals
from joining or supporting relevant movements.
Where proscription is justly applied to groups
attacking civilians – and not to a more arbitrary
range of enemies of the state – such controls may be
valuable. Nonetheless, the powerful drive to focus
on proscribed groups as the pre-eminent threat
feeds into several important ‘labelling problems’.170
Whereas conflicts are complex and systemic
challenges, proscription – or labelling certain groups
or individuals as ‘extremist’, ‘terrorist’ or ‘radical’ –
implicitly situates blame for conflicts on ‘terrorists’
or ‘violent extremists’. When certain perspectives
are pre-designated as illegitimate, analysis can be
limited to exploring how to defeat them, hinder
individual recruitment and build stabilisation
capacities of allies. This can lead to a failure to
understand three things. First, violent movements
(why are people fighting? What grievances should be
taken seriously? Could dialogue and negotiation be
possible?); second, the role of governments and
regional actors (who else is responsible for violence,
injustice and other conflict drivers? How could
strategies help change their behaviour rather than
just helping them supress ‘extremists’?); third,
international actors (could changing their security,
economic or diplomatic approach help solve the
problem?).171
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Proscription strongly implies the irreconcilability of
listed groups – often designating them for
containment or elimination by military or other
means. Yet this overlooks the consistent staying
power of proscribed movements that often have a
large social base, which in turn makes containment
or elimination strategies counter-productive and
unlikely to succeed.172 In Afghanistan the US and
allies were perplexed to find themselves losing
ground to the Taliban in a context where ‘we spend
$60 billion a year’ but ‘they need $60 million’.173 The
counter-terror lens had meant a failure to analyse
and understand the movement: by as late as
September 2009, the CIA was still not really
analysing Taliban politics.174
Counter-terror and stabilisation strategists have
likewise too often overlooked the lack of political will
among ‘partners’ to reform and address conflict
drivers. Although Sherard Cowper-Coles, former UK
Special Representative to Afghanistan and Pakistan,
could see clearly by mid-2009 that ‘Afghan capacity
is an illusion ... based on wishful thinking’,175
strategies continued to be founded on the
‘spectacularly incorrect’ assumptions ‘that
increased international support would have a
positive impact on Afghan institutions, that the
population could be effectively protected in this way,
and that the government was on board with the
approach’.176
Labelling problems are in turn linked to the failure to
apply a conflict-sensitive perspective. The adoption
of a ‘counter-terrorism’ or ‘countering violent
extremism’ lens implies taking sides within conflicts
from the outset – and viewing proscribed groups as
the main problem – rather than impartially analysing
all the parties involved in conflict and the factors
driving it as part of a more open-minded and
thorough search for solutions. A narrow analytical
understanding of conflict can easily translate into
failure to prioritise the crucial question of whether
people are getting a better offer from counter-terror,
stabilisation and statebuilding efforts.
In Afghanistan, as late as 2010,177 if ‘insufficient
emphasis was placed on addressing the issues that
had fuelled political conflict in the country for
decades’,178 this was in part a reflection of such
analytical failures.
In Somalia, the tendency to see al-Shabaab as the
root of the problem has not only obscured detailed
analysis of its motives, behaviour and social base,
but it has also translated into a failure to focus on
promoting the actual long-term human security
needs of the Somali people.179 In Kenya, albeit at a
different scale, imposing a conception that the
primary challenge was ‘violent extremism’ onto local
realities has also led to problems. ‘Violent
extremism’ was hard to translate into local

languages, and CVE practitioners struggled to
prioritise from among the laundry list of reasons why
individuals may join proscribed groups. As we noted
in Lamu county, ‘the issues people in Lamu see as
central – unequal access to jobs, land and politics –
have become peripheral and obscure rather than
clear and central to an overall problem-solving
strategy’.180
Another important analytical weakness has been the
failure to integrate a gender lens into analysis of
conflict drivers, proscribed groups’ aims and tactics,
and the corresponding impact of international
responses. This tendency has led to ineffective and
poorly targeted approaches, and at worst led to
direct harms. Even in the cases where responses
have sought to incorporate a gender perspective, as
detailed in section three of this paper, a ‘range of
“gendered security harms” have resulted from
national security policies tackling proscribed
groups’.181

3.2
Short-term, violent
strategies that
generate blowback
In 2004, as news broke of the sexual torture at Abu
Ghraib prison, one marine lance corporal reportedly
observed to his division’s commander,
‘some assholes have just lost the war
for us’.182 Our research consistently
reaffirms the dangers of falling into the
Violent responses have
‘terrorist trap’ in such a way. Violent
often been deployed to
responses have often been deployed to
eliminate and/or contain
eliminate and/or contain proscribed
183
proscribed groups, and
groups, and this violence has in many
instances been laced with retributive
this violence has in many
cruelty. Such actions may temporarily
instances been laced with
contain, suppress or disrupt such
retributive cruelty. Such
groups, but rarely eliminate them, and
actions may temporarily
often feed into cycles of enduring
contain, suppress or
violence, enmity and recruitment that
sustains both the groups and the
disrupt such groups, but
conflicts they participate in longer term.
Indiscriminate, unaccountable violence
and abuse in particular cause
blowback. Such patterns have a long
history.184 We have already noted
examples of abusive counter-terror
efforts by national governments and
regional powers that are recipients of

rarely eliminate them, and
often feed into cycles of
enduring violence, enmity
and recruitment that
sustains both the groups
and the conflicts they
participate in longer term.
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international counter-terror support, including in
Egypt, Kenya and Somalia. Another example is Mali,
which has received significant support from France,
the EU and the UN to combat terrorism and extend its
authority, despite persistent reports of the role of its
security forces and proxies in grave human rights
violations.185 Disregarding such warnings, an
‘intensification of counter-terror operations’
launched by the Coalition for the Sahel from January
2020 precipitated a ‘sharp escalation in violence’.186
Thus ‘[i]n 2020, more civilians were killed by state
security forces than jihadist groups in the five Sahel
countries’, as ‘international pressure for quick wins
in counter-terrorism has pushed national military
and security forces and the Group of five (G5) Sahel
Joint Force to be more aggressive, at the cost of
civilian lives, community violence and grievances’.187
Similarly in Somalia, the focus on degrading and
defeating al-Shabaab has ‘locked international
actors into a militarised approach’ that has
‘prevented the development of “a more
comprehensive peacebuilding strategy”’.188 This has
consistently harmed civilians, ‘fuelling grievances
and rebellion’.189 Likewise, ‘the failure of AMISOM
and SNA forces to avoid victimising large numbers of
Somali civilians has generated bitter enmity to their
presence among victims’.190
In Syria, as David Keen observed, Western use of
force against ISIS carried the same drawbacks as in
other contexts: directly killing large numbers of
civilians and causing other kinds of suffering,
including injury, mass displacement and a
deepening of humanitarian crisis. It therefore risked
prompting additional support for proscribed groups
among civilians.191
In Yemen, as Nadwa al-Dawsari has observed, ‘[t]he
West focused on Western priorities – short term aims
and short-term stability – without enough thought
about the long-term impacts.’ 192 Despite extensive
Western counter-terror and stabilisation
engagement, including drone strikes, years of
military and intelligence collaboration, and backing
for offensives by the Yemeni Government, both
AQAP, its domestic wing Ansar al-Sharia and other
militant groups grew in strength.
The US programme of targeted killings certainly
eliminated some significant leaders and violent
individuals.193 It is possible to argue that capture and
killing of proscribed groups’ fighters and leaders
may at times have prevented worse outcomes than
would otherwise have been the case, and that the
constant threat of assassination has kept al-Qaeda,
its affiliates and successors on the back foot – less
able to grow capacities and perpetrate atrocities.
However, just as Yemeni government operations
victimised non-militants, the US also killed people it
could have instead captured; this, along with

numerous civilian deaths, has enflamed anti-US
sentiment and boosted recruitment by militant
groups – as evidenced by the trebling in size of AQAP
between 2009 and 2013.194 The secrecy surrounding
targeted killings in Yemen has made it harder to
mitigate resultant grievances, creating an absence of
accountability for civilian deaths and injuries.195
In Somalia, targeted assassinations also hardened
al-Shabaab’s resolve. In the course of three attempts
to assassinate al-Shabaab leader Aden Hashi Ayro in
2007 and 2008, over 50 civilians were killed.196
However, as Alex De Waal has concluded, these
killings ‘didn’t hasten a political resolution to the
conflict’: ‘[a]fter Ayro was killed, Godane affiliated
al-Shabaab with al-Qaeda – realising the worst fears
of many – and Godane’s successor, Ahmad Omar,
has been described as an “an even more determined
extremist”.’ 197 Noting the tendency of such strikes to
generate further support for proscribed groups some
senior US military leaders have concluded that “as
an over-arching strategy, it is a failed strategy”.198
In many instances, ‘targeted killings’ have caused
large numbers of casualties among civilians, such as
the drone strike on 17 March 2011 that killed 35
maliks (village leaders) in North Waziristan, and
which led to angry protests throughout Pakistan.199
In December 2009 in Yemen, a missile attack killed
at least 45 civilians, including nine women and 21
children. In response ‘local media described the
incidents as massacres, ... jihadi online fora were
filled with pictures of the victims’ bodies, and AQAP
leaders came to grieve with the families of the
victims’.200
The ability of proscribed groups to weather – and
feed on – killings and detentions is illustrated by
events in Iraq’s Al Anbar province from 2003 to
2006. Despite significant US Marine and Army efforts
to fight insurgents ‘security ... went downhill
steadily’. As a deputy Marine Commander put it “[in]
2006, we killed about 1,700, almost 1,800 al Qaeda,
put another 4,500 of them in [Camp] Bucca [the
coalition detention center ... and the violence levels
doubled.”201
Regardless of method, victimisation in violent
security operations can be a powerful motive for
participation in future violence.202 In Somalia, the
bomber and the trucks involved in the Zoobe
junction bombing which killed at least 587 people
came from a community where a US counter-terror
operation had recently killed ten civilians, including
three children aged between six and ten.203 In Botha
and Abdile’s survey of ex-al-Shabaab fighters, many
‘pointed to the invasion by Ethiopia in 2006 and
grievances over civilian casualties caused by the
SNA, AMISOM and the US as influencing their
enlistment’.204 Similarly, interviewees told
Saferworld of their communities’ anger over civilian
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casualties from Somali government and AMISOM
operations, and how ‘their clans’ decisions to
approve youth participation in Al Shabaab were
directly attributable to these operations’.205
What has also been striking about highly militarised
responses has been the absence of wider, long-term
strategy and planning regarding how to draw
interventions successfully to a close, craft sustained
peace, or at least achieve an enduring political and
security arrangement in many intervention contexts.
In Afghanistan, ‘short term, top-down approaches
undermined much of what international actors
sought to achieve’.206 While an initial campaign to
defeat the Taliban was supposed to leave room for
longer-term peacebuilding, ‘the list of targets to kill
or arrest kept expanding’,207 and ‘tactics like night
raids and home searches, alongside high civilian
casualty numbers, caused a lot of resentment among
the Afghan population ... detaining insurgents
without trial and allowing torture and extraordinary
rendition further undermined the rule of law and
delegitimised the interveners’.208 US military leaders
embraced two big ideas from 2009 – to stop killing
civilians and to attack corruption and promote good
governance.209 Despite this, in practice operations in
Helmand and the ‘Green Zone’ between Helmand
and Kandahar remained very violent,210 and when
General David Petraeus assumed command he
reverted to a more aggressive approach to ‘change
facts on the ground’.211 Witness, for example, how
night raids by US Special Forces grew fivefold
between early May 2009 and August 2010.212
In the end, territorial gains won with huge firepower
at the cost of many lives could never be sustained –
alienating at once the Afghan government, army and
people.213 By 2010 in Afghanistan US Army studies
showed that ‘the majority of the population in
combat areas saw the foreign forces as
“occupiers”’.214 According to Coll: ‘[t]he idea that
rural counterinsurgency in Afghanistan would win
the hearts and minds of the Afghans seemed a
fantasy right from the start, certainly to the soldiers
on the ground who were fighting it ... who actually
went into the villages and saw the hostility.’ 215
Despite this, the violence of what many recognised
as a self-defeating strategy by 2010 continued into
2021.
One challenge has been the lack of realism in
strategies adopted. There was no serious thought
about nation-building challenges before the
invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq. In Somalia, ‘failed
efforts to impose templates and short-term
timeframes for peacebuilding and statebuilding
processes’ have been a consistent problem. For
example the Somali Compact ‘provided an (arguably
over-) ambitious list of procedural tasks with an
unrealistic deadline of just three years to reconstruct
the state’.216

3.3
Reinforcement of
conflict drivers – in
particular, partners’
abuse, corruption
and exclusion
When external powers prioritise counter-terrorism
above other issues and/or offer counter-terror,
stabilisation and other support, this tends to
empower local and regional ‘allies’ to continue or
worsen their abuses, corruption and exclusion.
Where this is the case, it can worsen the drivers of
conflict and increase the palatability of what
proscribed groups can offer.
When the vilification of proscribed groups is
extended to wider sections of the population,
‘windows of impunity’ can emerge, in which ‘crimes
against what we might call “illegitimate civilians”
are, in practice, not considered (either nationally or
internationally) to be crimes’.217 As a major global
study on the role and impact of young people in
peace and security (drawing on consultations
facilitated by Saferworld and a number of other
international peacebuilding organisations)
observed: ‘[i]n countries facing insurgencies led by
violent extremist groups, community members have
reported feeling more fearful of their governments’
violations of human rights and abuse by security
forces than of extremist groups.’ 218
Counter-terror and stabilisation strategies that
support problematic elites often fail to promote longterm, inclusive transformation effectively. As noted,
governments that gain from external support often
lose interest in ending the conflict, addressing its
drivers or defeating proscribed groups.219
International emphasis on establishing ‘security’ –
and defeating proscribed groups – can indefinitely
mask the need for social and political change,
cementing state capture and institutionalising
corruption and marginalisation. In this way, counterterrorism and stabilisation limit the ability of
interveners to challenge local ‘partners’, feeding
powerfully into conflict drivers and the resilience of
proscribed groups in ways noted above.
Our research highlights the consistent failure to
challenge troubling behaviour by would-be partners.
As observed by a Malian civil society peacebuilder,
‘stabilisation in Mali has meant a stabilisation of a
militarised status quo’ – as was demonstrated in July
2020, when ‘EU-trained FORSAT special counter-
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terrorism forces fired at demonstrators in Bamako,
killing 14 people and injuring 109’.220 Indeed,
following the coups in Chad and Mali, ‘the swift
resumption of security assistance before the return
of power to civilian authorities showed that
stabilisation of state forces is prioritised over
democratic processes’.221
In Afghanistan, supporting the Northern Alliance
against the Taliban meant handing the state over to
known warlords, institutionalising patronage and
corruption.222 The massive volumes of assistance
provided were ‘not perceived to benefit ordinary
Afghans, but rather unaccountable elites ... who
forged alliances within ethnic groups, with armed
militias or with sections of the police or armed
forces, strengthening impunity for corruption and
human rights abuses.’ 223 As abusive and
unaccountable warlords and militias were supported
to attain military aims and provide security for
international activities, Afghans came to perceive
international interveners as ‘complicit in abuses and
crimes perpetrated by their “allies”’.224 The influx of
aid funds and the competition over the illegal
economy strengthened predatory and opportunistic
elites that the US and its allies tried to reform but
feared to remove, lest their removal undermine
security.225 An investigative team assembled by
General Petraeus estimated in 2011 that some $360
million provided by US taxpayers had ended up with
the Taliban, criminals and powerbrokers with ties to
both.226 There were efforts to tackle corruption and
strengthen state–citizen trust, but challenging
corrupt elites could lead to defections.227 Local
governance efforts were donor-driven, technocratic
and unsustainable, shied away from tackling
political obstacles, and were never fully prioritised
and institutionalised by interveners or the Afghan
state.228 Ultimately, corruption and predation were
so bad that the public in some areas came to see the
Taliban as providing a better alternative.229
In Somalia, international actors focusing on
countering terrorism ‘wilfully ignored many of the
actual drivers and root causes of the Somali
conflict’,230 feeding corruption and the pernicious
war economy on a grand scale. According to Ken
Menkhaus, by late 2004 donors had become
‘surprisingly detached from questions of
accountability’,231 including on ‘systematic
corruption and diversion of foreign aid and customs
revenues’. For example, the UN’s Somalia and Eritrea
Monitoring Group accused the Federal Government
of diverting funds, noting in 2014 that they had
‘consistently found patterns of misappropriation’.232
Defections from the Somali army have been linked to
misappropriation of resources and non-payment of
salaries. Given the failure to rein in corruption in a
context of massive humanitarian need, ‘[o]ne poll
showed that 98 per cent of respondents felt the

[Federal Government of Somalia] only protected its
own interests.’ 233 Regional interveners in Somalia,
such as Ethiopia and Uganda, also gained both
assistance and impunity.234
Although support through security assistance
programs such as joint UK–Egypt defence exercises
have had very little impact on counter-terror efforts
against the Sinai Province affiliate of Islamic State,
they have conferred legitimacy on the military regime
and have shown Egyptian authorities that they can
‘continue to violate human rights’ without losing UK
support.235
In Yemen, despite President Saleh’s divisive
approach to managing opposition and complicity in
the re-emergence of al-Qaeda from 2006, foreign
security and other assistance continued to grow,236
while pressure for reform was largely dropped.237
Although there were some efforts to reform
governance, these failed to influence those who
really wielded political and economic power. Shored
up by powerful foreign backing, the country’s
kleptocratic rulers were freer to ransack the country’s
economy, while undermining justice and service
provision.238 Security institutions supported to
achieve counter-terror objectives were rarely
deployed outside Sana’a, but they were used by
former President Saleh to bolster and retain his
family’s grip on power during the 2011 uprising. At
that time both the Republican Guard and Central
Security Forces committed serious human rights
violations. Such abuses deepened grievances
against both the state and its foreign backers and
predictably fuelled rebellions.239 Support for Saleh
proved highly costly as mounting public grievances
then fed into rebellions by Houthis, southern
secessionists, tribes, AQAP/Ansar al-Sharia and
ISIS.240 In addition to backing state abuses,
international counter-terror operations were also
manipulated into eliminating regime opponents,241
a pattern seen elsewhere.242
When the crisis of 2011 erupted, Yemen’s institutions
had decayed to the point where peaceful transition
proved impossible. After 2011, Western governments
did ultimately press the troublesome counter-terror
ally Saleh to leave office, and for a time helped stave
off civil war by encouraging an inclusive national
dialogue process.243 Nonethelesss, deals made
during the post-Saleh transition ultimately
entrenched the same kleptocratic elite whose
behaviour was driving Yemen into the ground.244 Due
in part to fears over the fate of counter-terror efforts,
Saleh was allowed to remain in Yemen after
relinquishing the presidency with impunity to wreak
further havoc.
These dynamics were consistent less unstable
settings. In Tunisia, counter-terror support
empowered illiberal, unaccountable elements of the
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Tunisian state to persist unreformed, undermining
the country’s transition.245 In the name of counterterror, many individuals and their family members
had been subject to arbitrary arrest, detention and
travel bans based on their appearance or religious
affiliation. Such measures were part of a pattern of
marginalisation and stigmatisation and fed
resentment of the state and the police.246

While international players tend to be optimistic
about the transfer of security capabilities and values
to national and regional partners, security
assistance has consistently been underpinned by a
failure to grasp the political motives of ‘partners’ and
a lack of contextual political awareness among those
mandating or delivering security assistance – as
documented in multiple contexts by ORG.253

Host government-led C/PVE strategies often fail to
emphasise genuine reform, concentrating, for
example, on efforts to counter ‘extremist’
narratives.247 As seen in Somalia, these programmes
can actually worsen mistrust between the state and
communities.248 International support for these
approaches can reinforce governments’ problematic
perspectives and their roles in perpetuating conflict
rather than challenging it. As Romaniuk observes:
‘[t]he key lesson is that CVE measures at the
community level rise or fall on the basis of the vitality
of prevailing state–civil society relationships ...
Whether these relationships are good, poor, or
barely existent, the evidence suggests that CVE can
impede their further development.’249

Political naivety can lead to a range of perverse
impacts. For example, ‘the Pentagon transferred
hundreds of millions of dollars in cash each year to
Pakistan’ for ‘participation in counterterrorism
operations’ in what was ‘little more than an
unaudited cash subsidy to the Pakistan Army,
strengthening Musharraf’s grip on the country’s
politics’.254 When one US Special Forces Colonel
queried ‘trumped up’ Pakistani military
reimbursement requests, he was told ‘to just stop
asking questions and sign off’.255 Huge volumes of
security assistance continued to accompany
successive US attempts to reset its strategic
partnership with Pakistan, but this largesse never
overcame the basic divergence in the two countries’
perspectives and priorities.256

Furthermore, C/PVE discourse can also play into
stigmatisation of religious and ethnic minorities who
have often unjustly been perceived as associated
with violent groups.250 This risks making
marginalisation and discrimination worse, and
leading to violence, pogroms or ethnic cleansing.251
In Kyrgyzstan, as one international nongovernmental organisation (INGO) worker explained,
C/PVE has ‘provided a new pretext for state security
actors to overly scrutinise minorities’, and this has
‘contributed to new cycles of societal exclusion that
have long since threatened peace in Kyrgyzstan’.252

3.4
Weak design and
perverse impacts of
security assistance
and partnerships
In many counter-terror and stabilisation efforts,
security assistance to national and regional partners
is an important part of the equation. This is often
intended to ensure that ‘ownership’ of the response
passes to states whose territory and people are most
directly affected, and to enable international players
to reduce responsibility or end their involvement
before resources and public appetite undermine it.

As we documented in Tunisia:
‘By prioritising capacity building over reforms,
Western engagement risks emboldening or
overlooking the problem behaviour of some state
actors which has exacerbated tensions and
contributed to the appeal of violent action ... Security
institutions, which receive considerable assistance,
are benefiting ... although they are among those
resisting reform the most ... According to many
interviewees, the international community “provides
equipment whether or not reforms are carried out
because it does this for intelligence.”’ 257
When local, national and regional counterparts are
trusted to share external objectives, principles and
approaches, it is easy to overlook some important
risks. A key problem is that ‘by, with and through’
approaches are often established based on shortterm aims while disregarding longer-term risk –
using ‘military criteria to choose a partner for a
relationship that often evolves into a
political one’.258 As we have noted,
‘partners’ may share a genuine interest
in quelling threats from proscribed
security assistance has
groups, but assistance is also a way to
consistently been
become richer, better armed and more
underpinned by a failure
‘legitimate’ without raising taxes or
to grasp the political
increasing public buy-in to the social
contract. It provides the means to fight
motives of ‘partners’ and a
or suppress opponents, exploit civilians
lack of contextual political
and control resources. Security
awareness among those
assistance is thus linked with
mandating or delivering
repression, increasing incidence of
259
260
security assistance.
civil wars and military coups.
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Even peacekeeping missions with a stabilisation
mandate can ‘create a structural relationship
between the host government ... and the UN that
leaves little room for engagement with non-state
actors’ and that undermines the host government’s
willingness ‘to seek political settlements or to invest
in the state services’.261
As noted above, corruption is a critical factor driving
conflict and the resilience of proscribed groups.
Security and justice sectors are often the places
where power is wielded – and where corruption is
most significant and most damaging. Despite this,
security assistance programmes have repeatedly
failed to challenge – or have actively fed into –
corruption262. In the Sahel, International Crisis Group
has noted the risk of support for the G5 Sahel
regional military counter-terror coalition
‘fuel[ling] the corruption that has
International security
undermined the G5 member countries
in the past’.263
assistance has also

foundered due to
problems of incoherence,
and the routine failure to
account for the recipient
state’s capacity and will to
absorb support and
sustain the model being
supported in the long
term.

ISIS’s seizure of Mosul in 2014 occurred
against apparently significant odds:
Iraqi security forces, built through
massive international investments in
training and equipment, ‘outnumbered
ISIS by about 100 to 1’. According to a
senior Iraqi military officer quoted by Al
Jazeera, ‘deep rooted corruption’
played an important role: battalions
supposedly 750-strong were reduced to
fewer than 200 troops. ‘The rest are
either ghost soldiers or missing ... The
commanders did not report the real
numbers to keep getting the [ghost soldiers’]
salaries’.264 Likewise, in a corrupt, sectarian force
troops ‘weren’t being fed’ because ‘the officers had
used the money that was supposed to buy food and
ammunition ... they weren’t there with their troops;
they didn’t give orders to fight’.265 Echoing this, after
al-Shabaab overran four military bases in 2017, ‘[a]
government investigation ... found that of the
26,000 Somali troops on the payroll, only about
10,000 were fit for active service.’ 266 In many
instances, then, pouring huge resources into corrupt
security structures has proven deeply damaging.
Security assistance can be especially dangerous
when it feeds into and serves to legitimate violence
and other abuses that can escalate conflict and
insecurity.267 As it sought to transition out of an
increasingly unpopular war in Iraq in 2005–2006,
the US refused to recognise that it was pursuing ‘an
increasingly inappropriate strategy of transferring
security responsibilities to Iraqi security forces
that ... were complicit with the sectarian violence
now tearing the country apart’. In other words, its
actions were feeding directly into a civil war that
al-Qaeda was deliberately seeking to foment.268 For

years, AMISOM and other recipients of international
funding and capacity assistance in Somalia have
consistently been implicated in indiscriminate
attacks and serious abuses against Somali civilians,
sustaining the cycle of violence.269 Saferworld and
ORG have identified similar risks surrounding
European security assistance in Mali.270 In their
(rare) counter-terror operations targeting al-Qaeda,
in 2012 as in 2002, the Yemeni military targeted
tribes and the wider population rather than AQAP
fighters.271 In Kenya, where government counterterrorism abuses are the single most important
factor driving recruits to join al-Shabaab,272 US and
UK intelligence services are alleged to have helped
set up and supplied targeting information to Kenyan
death squads.273
Such risks do not only apply to military assistance –
support for criminal justice can also enable coercion
and repression.274 For example, in Somalia, after the
transitional federal government was set up in 2004,
police units trained and paid by the UN acquired a
paramilitary character, engaging in counterinsurgency operations and abusing civilians.
International security assistance has also foundered
due to problems of incoherence, and the routine
failure to account for the recipient state’s capacity
and will to absorb support and sustain the model
being supported in the long term. International
security assistance in Afghanistan (which at one
point ‘accounted for up to 90 per cent of Afghan
public expenditures’)275 was profoundly
incoherent.276 Policing assistance was ‘too small in
the early years, and then scaled up too fast and to
too great amounts in later years’, resulting in the
theft of funds.277 Equipment provided to the police
was sold for private gain,278 and donors set up police
payrolls at rates the government could never
afford.279
Similarly, in Somalia, as ORG notes, support for
AMISOM has been ‘characterised by fragmentation
rather than unity of effort’, and after years of
assistance, the SNA remains, in the words of one
solider, ‘just another militia’.280 Incoherence has
likewise been a problem in Tunisia, with multiple
Western backers competing for influence,
duplicating and undermining one another’s
initiatives – including by setting up parallel units
within the Ministries of Interior and Defence.281
External security assistance – both in terms of
equipment and expertise – is likewise at high risk of
waste, diversion and misuse. There is a long history
of such problems:282 for example, many weapons
supplied to Iraq’s army ended up in the hands of
ISIS.283 Likewise, a ‘disastrous’ train-and-equip
programme in Syria resulted in US-supplied
weapons being diverted for sale by jihadist
groups.284 In Somalia, UN monitors found that
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several states had enabled all warring parties to
access weapons by breaching an arms embargo and
violating reporting requirements.285 In the 1990s,
and again in the 2000s, successive security
assistance programmes handed thousands of
weapons, along with uniforms, training, salaries,
trucks and radios to personnel who later deserted.286
Internationally supplied weapons have regularly
leaked from government and AMISOM stocks onto
arms markets in Somalia.287 Security assistance has
also disproportionately benefited particular clans.288

3.5
Undermining conflict
resolution,
peacebuilding, relief
and development

More recently in the Sahel, due to poor controls,
‘stockpiles of national security forces have become
the biggest source of weapons and equipment for
armed groups’ who ‘have managed to loot
significant amounts of weapons, ammunition and
other equipment’.289 Soldiers also sell arms ‘in illicit
markets or during deployments’, and ‘government
security forces arm voluntary defence groups,
handing weapons to them after very brief periods of
training’.290 Despite this, the EU ‘has little ability to
control or even track what happens to the equipment
it provides’.291

With counter-terror objectives often playing a
dominant role in international engagement with
conflicts involving proscribed groups, Saferworld
and others’ research has also documented a number
of ways in which this has sidelined or hampered
political dialogue and conflict resolution,
peacebuilding, relief and development approaches.

Despite clear warnings dating from at least 2002,
counter-terror assistance to Yemen has also long
been diverted and misused.292 Two counter-terrorism
units given over $500 million in US train and equip
assistance – the Special Operations Forces and the
Counter-Terrorism Unit – were also deployed to
guard President Saleh during the 2011 uprising. In
contrast, the Firqa and the regular army that did
much of the actual fighting against al-Qaeda and the
Houthis from 2001 received little new equipment or
training. Much military equipment supplied by the
US to Yemen’s forces was ultimately ‘unaccounted
for’ – and some fell into the hands of the very armed
groups it was meant to combat.293
In the 2021 withdrawal from Afghanistan, after
spending an estimated $83 billion on the Afghan
defence forces (almost a third of this on equipment),
the US reportedly ceded to Taliban control almost
2,000 Humvees, over 50 armoured fighting vehicles,
along with tanks, Ford Rangers, howitzers, over a
dozen helicopters and attack aircraft and large
volumes of artillery, mortars and other weaponry.294
Despite all these failures, security programmes
proceed with little oversight or public debate on their
impacts.

Political resolution of conflict with proscribed groups
may not always be possible or desirable, and
judgements as to when dialogue and peace
processes are feasible are always going to be
challenging.295 Yet the predominance of counterterrorism since 2001 has taken political dialogue
and conflict resolution with an expanding array of
armed groups off the table, hindering entities that
are working to reduce conflict, understand violent
groups, or facilitate their engagement in conflict
resolution or peace processes.296
In Somalia, as various actors ‘instrumentalised the
counterterrorism agenda’ for their own ends,
international actors failed to question processes in
which ‘Somali elites do not want or seek
reconciliation’.297 Other groups whose grievances
and concerns should have been considered more
carefully and addressed through dialogue grew ever
more marginalised. As one CSO representative told
us: “[y]ou are making spoilers, but they are not
spoilers. What is the benefit of alienating [these]
groups?”298
Ruling out dialogue and resolution has also been a
hallmark of the failure of military-oriented strategists
to project ‘how this ends’. For Coll, after the US had
ousted the Taliban:
“war on terror framing was a constraint because it
led the Bush administration and many of its allies to
lose interest in what distinctions there might be
between the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. Some of [the
Taliban] approached leaders associated with the new
chairman of the interim government, Hamid Karzai ...
They said, ‘... We have essentially accepted that
you’re in charge, but we would like to play a role.’ ...
From an Afghan perspective, this was a normal thing
to do ... The Bush administration wasn’t interested ...
Instead, they declared the Taliban to be essentially
the equivalent of Al-Qaeda, rounded them up, took
them to Guantanamo by the dozen.” 299
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This and persistent US rejection of further overtures
over several years sent a message to surviving
Taliban: ‘that this was a war to the end ... and that
the United States ... would not compromise’.300 As
the Karzai administration failed to deliver on initial
optimism, the Taliban found openings, at which
point ‘the Bush administration immediately saw its
revival as a military challenge and proceeded that
way, escalating the war year by year until it was a fullblown insurgency and counterinsurgency’.301
By the time the US began trying to negotiate a
settlement with the Taliban from 2009, it was
negotiating from a position of weakness. Ruling out
reconciliation with proscribed groups is particularly
short-sighted when the group is supported by a
significant social constituency, powerful external
backers, or – in the case of the Taliban – both. ‘The
Bush administration did not consider that they
constituted a large part of Afghan society,
legitimized by faith, ethnicity, and their fighting
during the anti-Soviet war.’302
In Afghanistan and Pakistan no less than in Somalia,
targeting proscribed groups with violence also
directly undermined the potential for dialogue.
In Afghanistan, ‘[t]he military focus on targeting
and killing Taliban leaders made it difficult for those
pragmatically interested in talks to reach out.’303
In Pakistan in 2013, the killing in a US
drone strike of Hakimullah Mehsud,
Distortion of aid by
the chief of the Pakistani Taliban,
jeopardised peace initiatives: at a
counter-terror and
September 2013 meeting, the main
stabilisation imperatives
Pakistani political parties had backed
can push aid providers
government attempts to negotiate with
onto a particular side –
the Pakistani Taliban.304

making them look biased
and exposing them to
attack – and fuel
deprivation in rebel areas.

As French President Emmanuel Macron
has affirmed, ‘[w]ith terrorists, we do
not discuss. We fight.’305
By contrast, ‘governments, local
authorities and citizens in the G5 Sahel
countries see dialogue with violent
groups as a possible way to seek an end to violence’,
and ‘CSOs in Mali have warned that the excessive
focus on military counter-terrorism has obscured the
complex drivers of conflict, displaced any strategy
for addressing them and taken dialogue and
mediation options off the table.’306
For those operating in support of, in parallel to, or
under security guarantees provided by national,
regional or international counter-terrorism
campaigns, it thus becomes hard to assert and
clarify a distinct, impartial, trusted and influential
peacemaking role.307 Counter-terror and stabilisation
objectives of key UN member states have thus
reoriented and arguably undermined vital
multilateral capacities to support conflict
monitoring, mediation and resolution, as well as to

provide impartial relief. Thus, as Saferworld and
others have documented, ‘UN support to militarised
[counter-terror] and stabilisation efforts hurts its
credibility, impartiality and its ability to build peace,
monitor human rights abuses and support
development initiatives.’308 In Mali, the UN
Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in
Mali (MINUSMA) was deployed alongside military
counter-terror missions, providing them medical
support and intelligence used to target proscribed
groups.309 This led the UN Secretary-General António
Guterres to express concerns over the perception
that the mission was ‘participating in counterterrorism actions’ and call for it to ‘reprioritise its
actions to focus on political tasks ... [and address]
governance deficits’.310 Likewise, counter-terrorism
has hampered third-party, non-governmental and
local peacemaking work.311
As well as undermining the potential for dialogue
and conflict resolution, counter-terror and
stabilisation have a problematic relationship with
humanitarian and development assistance. While,
from a military perspective, aid can often be seen as
an essential part of efforts to achieve ‘victory’ over a
proscribed group and win the ‘hearts and minds’ of
the public, counter-terrorism and C/PVE approaches
have undermined the principles and practice of relief
and development efforts in profound ways.
We have already noted how aid to corrupt ‘partners’
exacerbates conflict drivers – feeding corruption and
public mistrust. Beyond this, distortion of aid by
counter-terror and stabilisation imperatives can
push aid providers onto a particular side – making
them look biased and exposing them to attack – and
fuel deprivation in rebel areas.312 Thus, as noted by
Keen and Attree, as well as being vulnerable to
considerable violence, and living under sanctions
and counter-terror legislation, civilians in the
environs of proscribed groups are often being
deliberately deprived of relief.313 While our research
has indeed noted the problem of diversion of
international resources into proscribed groups’
hands – including significant volumes of counterterror security assistance – it has also highlighted
how resource scarcity can both play into the agenda
of repressive states, and bolster resentment and
recruitment to proscribed groups. In Syria, some
international aid was withheld from rebel areas for
fear that it would fall into the hands of
fundamentalists, thereby reinforcing the regime’s
strategy of starving its opponents. This did little to
stem the relative wealth of ISIS and al-Nusra, but did
succeed in driving many moderate but desperate
Syrians into their ranks.314 In Afghanistan today,
large numbers of civilians in areas of proscribed
group control face severe food insecurity and
starvation, as they have in Somalia and Syria in
recent years.315
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The blurring of development assistance with flawed
military approaches is often also unsuccessful and
unsustainable. In Afghanistan, even when civilian
efforts were stepped up with the COIN (Counter
Insurgency) strategy in 2009, civilian resources were
never deployed as planned: ‘[i]nstead, young and
inexperienced soldiers – with short 6- to 12-month
contract rotations – led activities on the ground, and
senior US army officials were providing civilian
leadership mentoring to Afghan officials.’316 The
problems of intertwining military, development and
humanitarian efforts are starkly exemplified by the
example of Provincial Reconstruction Team officials,
who found themselves ‘offering to build a well for
villagers just weeks after they had fired rockets into
the very same village killing nine children’.317
Additionally, ‘the lack of assistance to Taliban areas
made it extremely difficult to convince the rebel
Taliban that aid workers were neutral and
responding objectively to humanitarian need’.318
This is in part why war-on-terror battlegrounds
account for six of the ten most dangerous countries
for aid workers since 2001, with Afghanistan
consistently topping the list.319
Counter-terror and C/PVE have also undermined the
‘people-centred’ quality to which many development
and peacebuilding practitioners would aspire, as the
focus on tackling ‘violent extremism’ diverts
attention from broader peace, rights and
development strategies and tasks. In 2019, when
Saferworld consulted dozens of CSOs working in
disparate contexts affected by proscribed groups
and counter-terror efforts, many expressed concerns
over how C/PVE is serving to erode the space and
resources for their work. Concerns included how, ‘C/
PVE restricts resources for grassroots civil society
organisations, with women’s rights organisations
particularly affected’, how ‘peacebuilding & conflict
transformation approaches become sidelined by
security responses’ and in particular ‘the harmful
dominance of C/PVE in the peacebuilding space’, as
well as the growing ‘tension between the
humanitarian principles and “anti-terrorism”’.320
During a capacity building workshop undertaken by
Saferworld’s Middle East and North Africa
programme, women’s rights organisations from
Libya and Yemen described how they were doing a
huge amount of frontline relief and community
cohesion work with ‘radicalised’ people in their
communities, engaging with armed actors
(radicalised or otherwise), and working for change
and towards peace. Despite this, they were only
getting international support for CVE – reducing their
influence in other important areas, and causing
them to be seen as spying and taking sides. In
Tunisia, a health worker recalled her frustration at
having been asked to assist a cultural project for
poor and marginalised youth that ‘was in fact aimed

at profiling young Tunisians’ and therefore risked
fuelling mistrust of health services.321 Elsewhere,
Saferworld’s own programmes have at times been
asked to use community trust-building forums to
assist in surveillance efforts. In the Philippines,
Saferworld and Initiatives for International Dialogue
have documented how counter-terror and CVE are
both undermining and distorting peace and
development work and damaging ongoing peace
processes.322

3.6
Neglecting the gender
dimensions of
conflicts involving
proscribed groups
As discussed in detail in section 4 of this paper, the
failure to integrate gender effectively into responses
to conflicts involving proscribed groups has
undermined their success and underpinned a range
of gendered harms. Where gender has been
integrated into counter-terror approaches, security
imperatives tend to predominate over
considerations of gender inequality and women’s
rights. Indeed, the instrumentalisation of women’s
rights groups and youth peacebuilders into counterterrorism strategies has deeply compromised the
role of these groups in many contexts.323 Tackling
inequality, protecting women’s and girls’ rights
and meaningful participation, and
challenging harmful gender norms
have all been neglected.324

security imperatives tend

Although gender was poorly integrated
to predominate over
responses in the years immediately
considerations of gender
following 9/11, its importance has
increasingly been recognised. There is
inequality and women’s
some evidence that when policymakers
rights.
take gender and the impact on women
and girls into account in strategies to
respond to proscribed groups, some
positive outcomes – albeit often temporary or
fragile – can emerge.325 Yet this has rarely led to
sustainably gender-transformative outcomes. Many
strategies make sweeping assumptions about
women, girls and gender dynamics, displaying little
understanding of contextual specificities. Such
understanding is important, because efforts to
tackle harmful gender norms risk triggering new
gendered human rights violations.326 The frequent
misunderstanding of women’s roles in proscribed
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groups has led to gaps in response strategies:
counter-terror and C/PVE efforts often simplistically
conceptualise women as victims and men as
perpetrators, leading to shortcomings in many
strategies (see section 4.4).327
In rehabilitation and reintegration
Some proscribed groups
programmes for women and girls
suspected of involvement in proscribed
use gender and identity
groups, a lack of gendered conflict
to further their aims;
analysis and specific support to
for example, alongside its
address the challenges faced by women
abhorrent crimes against
and girls has exposed them to
women and girls, ISIS
stigmatisation by the communities from
which they originated and exposed
used a strongly gendered
them to destitution and sexual
vision of life under a
abuse.328

caliphate to attract men –
and women – to travel to
Iraq and Syria to join their
ranks.

Some proscribed groups use gender
and identity to further their aims; for
example, alongside its abhorrent
crimes against women and girls, ISIS
used a strongly gendered vision of life
under a caliphate to attract men – and
women – to travel to Iraq and Syria to join their
ranks. In Somalia, women help al-Shabaab recruit,
generate funds and carry out operations – which
Azadeh Moaveni has argued ‘partly explain[s] the
insurgency’s resilience’.329

3.7
Closure of spaces
for change
The kinds of change and reform that can underpin
peace are often driven by state–society bargaining
processes made possible by social empowerment.
Civil society thus has a vital role in fostering more
inclusive, responsive, fair and accountable
governance in conflict settings. Yet, with their focus
on ‘capacity building’ of often abusive state
authorities, and co-option of communities and civil
society to state-led agendas, counter-terrorism and
stabilisation strategies and programmes can stymie
the change and reform processes needed to address
the grievances of conflict-affected societies and
achieve sustainable peace.330
For example, in the Sahel, ‘focus on terrorism has
helped governments divert attention from
addressing governance problems, shrunk the space
for citizens to articulate their demands and undercut
the preconditions of gaining access and building
trust that could lead to conflict resolution and other
progressive processes of state–society

bargaining’.331 Compounding this is the finding that
‘local civil society representatives and women are
largely excluded from the design and
implementation of the EU’s security assistance and
[security sector reform] efforts in the G5 Sahel
countries ... only a few individual projects noted the
involvement of local organisations as implementing
partners ... largely for ... pre-set objectives, such
as ... P/CVE programmes ... to stop recruitment by
proscribed groups, with only a tangential focus on
empowerment and reform’.332
In Afghanistan, ‘[n]egotiating with and resourcing
corrupt elites in effect exclude[d] other social forces
from emerging and asserting a voice and vision for
the future.’333 While attempts to challenge corruption
risked destabilising the nascent state, ‘at the same
time efforts to engage with alternative local power
holders were ad hoc and uneven’.334 The UN
Assistance Mission in Afghanistan’s support to
Afghan civil society networks and the Afghanistan
Independent Human Rights Commission to develop
local roadmaps and a ten-point national agenda for
peace was a notable exception, but overall,
international actors failed to push effectively for ‘a
process that allow[ed] for more democratic and
representative leaders to emerge’.335
Non-state agents of social change have been
similarly neglected in Somalia and Yemen. In
Somalia, donors’ support for the role of Somali civil
society in peacebuilding and statebuilding
processes was lacklustre, and had ‘done little to
reinforce a positive relationship between civil
society and the state’.336 In Yemen, from 2001 to 2011
donors’ reform efforts not only failed to shift the
incentives of those who really wielded political and
economic power, but also fell short of supporting
and empowering sections of society to press for
change. International bodies failed to engage with a
diverse range of political, religious and tribal groups,
civil society, women, and young people, and rarely
communicated with the population outside Sana’a.
In the meantime, military-security assistance to
corrupt, repressive elites both before and after the
2011 crisis largely guaranteed that reforms would
fail.337
Likewise, Saferworld studies of Egypt, Kyrgyzstan,
the Philippines and Tunisia have all illustrated how
counter-terrorism has underpinned the extension of
security controls and authoritarianism, with
disastrous implications for civic space and religious
freedoms.338 For example, in the Philippines, C/PVE
interventions and deterrent measures have targeted
student groups, dissenting movements and certain
minority groups.339 This mirrors trends at global
level: as the Special Rapporteur on the promotion
and protection of human rights and fundamental
freedoms while countering terrorism has
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documented, ‘[i]t is no coincidence that the
proliferation of security measures to counter
terrorism and to prevent and counter violent
extremism ... and the adoption of measures that
restrict civic space ... are happening
simultaneously.’340 Indeed, as the UN progress study
on youth, peace and security points out,
‘[i]dentifying “extremism” as the problem only
provides more grounds to crush dissent.’341 Under
this pretext, authoritarian states have used counterterrorism justifications to surveil,342 arbitrarily
imprison,343 criminalise,344 torture and kill civil
society advocates345 and human rights defenders.346
Whereas civil society has a vital role in encouraging
conflict parties to improve their behaviour and make
peace, C/PVE approaches also too often co-opt civil
society (including, as we have noted, women’s rights
groups) into top-down security agendas.347

3.8
Hoping to win hearts
and minds while
failing to improve
people’s lives
Our studies in Kenya also affirmed that, despite their
difficulty knowing which issues and individuals to
prioritise, many CVE programmes are at the very
least an improvement on heavy-handed security
responses to terrorism. Some CSOs felt that their
work to promote alternative livelihoods had
benefitted local communities in a context where
economic exclusion had underpinned violence by
al-Shabaab affiliates and local sympathy for their
efforts.348 However, although counterinsurgency and
C/PVE strategies have in many contexts placed
attention on winning over the public in conflictaffected societies, the way counter-terror, counterinsurgency, C/PVE and stabilisation analyses,
strategies, partnerships, operations and programmes
are structured often means that they struggle to
recognise or prioritise the most fundamental
concerns of the people they aspire to win over.
In Somalia a notable problem with the military-first
approach was how other aspects of statebuilding
lagged behind: ‘there is nothing to fill the void when
AMISOM eventually leaves the so-called newly
liberated areas’.349 Thus the failure to protect the
public and advance its well-being has led to a ‘lack
of public buy-in to international efforts’.350 Similarly

in the Sahel, there has been a striking ‘disconnect
between capacity building and human security’351
although ‘the EU has invested over one billion euros
in building the capacity of military and security
forces in the Sahel’, still ‘preoccupation with
migration containment and counter-terror has
resulted in an approach that is focused on fighting
enemies, strengthening borders and protecting
states, rather than the protection of communities’.352
In many contexts, policymakers and observers may
be reluctant to raise the most important issues lest
they challenge powerful interests. As one of the main
architects of CVE, Eric Rosand, admitted: ‘all too
often, national governments are reluctant to
acknowledge that their behaviour matters when it
comes to P/CVE, let alone change it’.353 This
underpins the superficiality of many CVE
investments. As efforts to improve governance,
education or livelihoods become displaced by
efforts to counter radical narratives, and to alter the
attitudes of young people designated as potential
‘extremists’ or ‘terrorists’, the tendency of CVE to
focus on counter-messaging rather than addressing
conflict drivers can prove ‘unappealing and
unsuccessful’.354 For example, in Tunisia
communities were sceptical about CVE efforts in the
absence of the tangible progress needed on reforms
that offered people better services, including
security provision and real improvements in their
daily lives. Tunisian interviewees recalled finding
official counter-messaging campaigns on Facebook
both ridiculous and alienating, and noted how many
efforts to prevent individual recruitment have failed
to address issues people see as drivers of instability.
As an activist told us, “[p]rojects to prevent youth
from being radicalised don’t work. You don’t
promote resilience by distributing tote bags.”
Instead, she argued, “[t]hose projects should focus
on providing young people with social, educational
and economic opportunities.” 355
In Somalia, a British army officer complained that
‘CVE was hitting the availability of funding for useful
projects’ in favour of projects that ‘have little or no
impact’.356 One assessment of CVE countermessaging work claimed that Somalis ‘were
generally adept at recognising counter-narrative
messages funded or created by non-Somalis ...
[and] in general, they reacted to them with hostility,
sarcasm, amusement or scathing cynicism’.
According to one Western diplomat who has spent
years in the Horn of Africa: ‘[t]hese information
campaigns are almost completely pointless because
hardly anybody pays any attention to them.’ 357
Throughout northeast Kenya, our research suggested
that CVE programmes were struggling to address
conflict drivers effectively. Mandera residents saw
CVE projects as ineffective, citing: the imposition of
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a ‘violent extremism’ concept that did not reflect the
local context; non-inclusive consultation; and
exposure of participants to threats, particularly from
al-Shabaab. They suggested greater focus on
improving community–security force relationships
and bringing services back to their communities.358
Similarly in Lamu, CVE efforts ‘often fail[ed] to
address the priorities communities identify for
promoting peace in areas targeted by al-Shabaab’.359

3.9
Failing to monitor,
evaluate, learn and
adapt
Improving international engagement in conflict
settings in which proscribed groups are involved –
whether oriented around counter-terror, counterinsurgency, stabilisation, C/PVE, statebuilding or
peace and development aims – will require trying to
ensure that feedback loops – effective monitoring,
evaluation, reflection, learning and adaptation –
function in real time.
Monitoring, evaluation, reflection, learning and
adaptation is hard to institutionalise because the
violence of proscribed groups is often calculated to
provoke sensational coverage, public fear and
emotional overreaction from politicians. While
decisions on how to respond are typically rapidly
made, usually by those at the highest political
levels, the resulting interventions have tended to be
confounded just as rapidly by the self-reinforcing
system whereby entrenched conflict drivers are
exacerbated by poor state responses, savvy
manoeuvring by proscribed groups, and weak
international engagement (as described in sections
2–3.8). Hasty decisions to intervene thus give way to
protracted, difficult engagements, which
governments and leaders have an interest in
portraying as successful while discouraging, refuting
or ignoring criticism. Nonetheless, repeating
interventions with similar flaws without serious
reflection on the results has predictably proven a
recipe for disaster. This pattern has stymied efforts
to deal successfully with the challenges posed by
proscribed groups, the states whose failings give
them life and strength, and the conflicts in which
they emerge and persist.
There are instances of monitoring, reflection and
adaptation being recognised and built into existing
efforts. It has been common in certain US military

efforts to build in ‘red teams’ to pore over strategy
and challenge prevailing wisdom. In Afghanistan, as
in many contexts, projects and programmes were
routinely monitored and evaluated. Yet evaluations
have often focused on whether money was spent
rapidly enough rather than answering harder
questions about sustainability and impacts on
conflict.360 And the assumption that ‘a grab bag of
“doctrinally sound” ... actions would somehow add
up to a strategic win’ 361 at times enabled technical
successes to mask strategic inertia. As Coll narrates,
from 2007 assessments and strategy reviews
regularly flagged the fundamental flaws of
international strategy in Afghanistan, but leaders
failed either to heed warnings, to craft effective
answers to wicked problems or to admit failure.362
Nonetheless, it is striking that many of the
weaknesses described above have unfolded over
years and decades, and have been echoed across
multiple contexts, in many cases despite clear
warnings from respected researchers, experts and
officials. In the UK, improvement has often been
hampered by a ‘prevailing tendency towards
secrecy ... neglecting the strategic advantages that
greater transparency can bring’,363 as well as failure
to report convincingly on important issues such as
civilian casualties.364 Similarly in the US, post-9/11
counter-terrorism efforts have consistently evaded
and eroded oversight and accountability processes
as revealed for example by Spencer Ackerman,365 the
consternation over the Tongo Tongo ambush in
Niger,366 and successive scandals about civilian
casualties.367
Saferworld’s research on EU security assistance in
the Sahel provides a more detailed case study. Here,
the EU lacked ‘robust mechanisms for assessing and
monitoring the impact of programmes’, with ‘limited
attention ... to the unintended consequences’.368
The launch of activities with ‘insufficient
consultation’ also resulted in ‘insufficient
consideration of their impacts on political, economic
or conflict dynamics’.369 Programmes lacked ‘a
structured, centralised procedure for how risk
management should be conducted and ... followed
up’.370 Many had risk management tables
highlighting how security might impact on
programmes, but these ignored programmes’
potential impacts on conflict.371 Indeed, the
European Court of Auditors criticised Common
Security and Defence Policy missions in Mali and
Niger for relying on weak performance indicators that
did not adequately monitor and evaluate the
achievement and impact of tasks.372 Meanwhile, EU
Trust Fund projects’ indicators ‘largely focus[ed] on
the number of trainings and operations conducted,
the strength and presence of security forces, levels
of cross-border trafficking and the adoption of
national migration and security policies’.373 Overall,
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these ‘monitoring, accountability, evaluation and
learning systems still f[e]ll short of providing an
effective framework for tackling the critical problem
of impunity, promoting behaviour change by regional
security forces, or adapting strategy in response’.374
In particular, the failure to learn and adapt has been
made more possible by the adoption of ‘remote
warfare’, or ‘approaches that seek to counter threats
at a distance, without the deployment of large
military forces’375 which is feeding into ‘an
accountability gap that challenges ... democratic
controls over the use of force’.376
A final but significant challenge is that civil society –
and particularly those who express concerns about
the impacts of counter-terrorism efforts – remain at
arm’s length from monitoring, evaluation and
strategy review processes.
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Gender dynamics and their
integration into responses
This section looks beyond past insights
generated by Saferworld and ORG to
review supplementary evidence and offer
more detailed insights on gender
dynamics and their integration into
responses to conflicts involving
proscribed groups. In many contexts
where proscribed groups operate it is,
as Cristina Lamb has documented,
‘more dangerous to be a woman.’ 377
This has led to growing emphasis in
policy communities on gendered impacts,
drivers and dimensions of conflicts
involving proscribed groups – plus
increased recognition of other
intersectional characteristics, including
age, religion, race, culture and class.

However, this remains a relatively recent
development. As noted by Huckerby, ‘in the decade
after ... 9/11, policymakers across the globe
sidelined both gender and human rights
perspectives’.378 Thus states’ gender-ignorant
approaches to dealing with proscribed groups were
‘regularly short-changing efficacy of policies, as well
as human rights’.379
In this paper, gender does not only refer to women.
International responses to proscribed groups that
have attempted to integrate gender have tended to
rely on an ‘add women and stir’ approach.380 This
section explores how gender norms – which define
gender inequality and the roles of women and men
in society – can drive conflict and violence. It
analyses the roles men and women play in conflict
and peacebuilding, and how conflict impacts them
differently. Such analysis is often sorely missing
from strategies dealing with proscribed groups.
This section asks how this broader conception has
featured in conflicts involving proscribed groups,
and to what effect, considering: first, the impact of
responses on women and girls and gender equality;
second, the instrumentalisation and
commodification of gender, women and girls; third,
the depth of gender understanding in responses;
and fourth, the (mis)understanding of the roles of
women in proscribed groups.
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4.1
Disproportionate
impact of responses
on women and girls
and gender equality
Impacts described in sources reviewed can be
roughly split into three categories: direct or overt
impacts; knock-on or collateral impacts; and
enabled impacts.

4.1.1 Direct or overt gendered
impacts
Sexual violence, rape, abductions and forced
marriage: Sexual violence is a defining feature of a
number of conflicts involving proscribed groups. The
vast majority is perpetrated against women and
girls, but men and sexual and gender minorities
have also been subjected to such attacks. Although
proscribed groups such as ISIS and Boko Haram
have committed the most heinous cases of sexual
violence – including rape, enslavement and forced
marriage –counter-terrorism forces have also been
responsible for sexual violence in many contexts. In
2009, Amnesty International outlined how women
have been targeted in Iraq, noting that ‘crimes
specifically aimed at women and girls, including
rape, have been committed by members of Islamist
armed groups, militias, Iraqi government forces,
foreign soldiers within the US-led Multinational
Force, and staff of foreign private military security
contractors’.381 Sexual violence is a characteristic of
the ongoing insurgency in northeast Nigeria, during
which hundreds of women and girls have been raped
by fighters belonging to Boko Haram.382 Many
women and girls have been abducted, forcibly
married and become pregnant as a result of rape.
The ongoing government offensive to recapture Boko
Haram territory has led to large numbers of men,
women and children being found and released.383
Some of those abused by Boko Haram have faced
further sexual violence in military custody.384 Over
the past decade in Somalia there have been many
documented abuses by regional and national
forces – including gang rape, sexual exploitation
and discrimination – with little progress towards
addressing impunity.385
House demolitions, forced displacement and
forced separations: In counter-terrorism responses
where evictions and house demolitions have been
used to target or collectively punish communities

that are perceived to support proscribed groups,
such as the response by Philippine authorities in
Marawi in 2017, women and children are
disproportionately impacted.386 These responses
have deprived women of basic necessities, including
adequate food, access to health services and
education. Counter-terror laws that suppress
indigenous groups’ claims for economic, social and
cultural rights also have adverse impacts on
women.387 In the Philippines, the militarisation
associated with counter-terrorism measures has led
to the forced separation of women from their
families because they are accused of New Peoples’
Army membership. It has also involved arbitrary
killings of indigenous women leaders.388

4.1.2 Knock-on or collateral
gendered impacts
Compromising fundamental rights: Responses that
put women on the frontline of C/PVE efforts have in
many cases compromised their fundamental rights
and exposed them to risks. Of course, many women
and women’s rights organisations freely choose to
engage in C/PVE programmes and activities,389 and
are very astute regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of C/PVE, peacebuilding and conflict
resolution discourses. Yet in other cases participants
and organisations make the decision to participate
without full knowledge of risks, and are exposed to
an array of gendered harms including the
surveillance, arrest and detention of women
participants and activists for suspected links to
proscribed movements. In many contexts, including
Kyrgyzstan390 and the Philippines391 , ‘whole of
society’ approaches – a growing trend whereby C/
PVE projects include responsibilities for teachers,
doctors, caregivers and other non-security forces –
intrude into doctors’ offices, classrooms, family
courts, mother and baby centres and family life.
Arguably, this violates the rights to privacy, family
life, education and health – all of which are
protected by international law. Many such
programmes fail to prioritise the broader economic,
social and political reforms important for fulfilling
women’s rights and preventing conflict.392
Marginalisation and discrimination: In Nigeria,
efforts to reintegrate women and girls who were
captured by Boko Haram have failed to prevent
social stigmatisation, marginalisation and
discrimination.393 Internal displacement camps are
organised by village – which means that often
everyone knows who was captured. As Lamb notes,
‘no one wants to associate with those taken by Boko
Haram. So after everything else they have been
through they end up ostracised in camps and can’t
go back to their original places’.394 Many returnees
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who are integrated back into society face rejection by
families and communities due to social and gender
norms related to sexual violence. Some community
members suspect girls and women of having been
‘radicalised’ in captivity. Mothers who have suffered
sexual violence, and their children, risk rejection,
abandonment and violence.395 Thus many women,
including those who have gone through short,
fledgling and poorly resourced rehabilitation
programmes, have rejoined Boko Haram as a result
of socio-economic deprivation and mistreatment in
their communities.396
Patriarchal, gender-insensitive institutions
reinforcing gender stereotypes: While the use of
force to counter terrorism is often justified by
masculinist narratives about protecting women,
counter-terror interventions and remote warfare
have had detrimental gender impacts. Security
assistance for counter-terror has strengthened maledominated, gender-biased military institutions and
increased impunity, reinforcing significant harm and
abuses towards women, girls and marginalised
groups. In both Afghanistan and Iraq, it has been
argued that counter-terror assistance has – at
times – reinforced gender stereotypes and increased
gender-based violence, leaving women caught
between counter-terror operations and violence by
armed groups, with states failing to protect them.397
In addition, CVE strategies have perpetuated
narratives emphasising women as mothers, wives
and peacemakers, and working with them under
these assumptions – reinforcing gender dynamics
and inequalities.398
Dangers for women’s rights organisations and
activists involved in state or international
responses: Women’s rights organisations face
numerous, compounding and gendered threats to
their safety and security. As the International Civil
Society Action Network (ICAN) notes, ‘threats can be
physical, emotional, political, economic, or spiritual
in nature and take place at the personal,
organizational, or environmental level, both online
and off’.399 Especially troubling is that, as noted,
women activists’ involvement in governments’ CVE
work can endanger them, even in ways that get them
killed. The association can mean that activists,
whose work often encounters local resistance, are
viewed by opponents as even more objectionable
because they are affiliated with the state and
security services. They can become targets, putting
them and the women they seek to assist at risk.400
This has been a significant problem in Afghanistan
since the fall of Kabul in August 2021, with many
employees of women’s rights organisations fleeing
after facing severe limits on their operations,
significant restrictions on their movements and, in
some cases, arrests and threats to their lives401.

Economic hardship and barriers to social services:
In some patriarchal contexts where men are the sole
breadwinners, enforced disappearances of men
detainees in the name of countering terrorism have
had ‘special resonance’ for women family members,
who bear the burden of anxiety, harassment, social
exclusion and economic hardship occasioned by the
loss of their main source of family income.402
Additionally, when responses to proscribed groups
militarise elements of life such as education, health
and social welfare, and certain communities
(predominantly Muslim communities) are only
engaged by the state for counter-terrorism purposes,
women’s willingness to engage with authorities and
access necessary services can falter, given their fear
of exposing themselves and family members to
undue scrutiny by security agencies.403

4.1.3 Enabled gendered impacts
Reorienting activities away from women’s
concerns and priorities: Numerous studies note
women’s groups’ concerns that C/PVE policies
oblige them to reorient activities away from people’s
immediate concerns in favour of external
priorities.404 This has been observed in Saferworld
studies in Kyrgyzstan, the Philippines, Somalia and
Tunisia. Additionally, softer responses to proscribed
groups (such as development programmes) often
have gendered impacts: programmes targeting men
and boys because they are seen as ‘at risk’ of
violence often then results in less programming for
women and girls.405
Limiting responses to sexual violence neglects
other gender-related concerns: Responses to
proscribed groups often focus on proscribed groups’
violence against women while neglecting to
challenge similar violence sponsored by states and
other actors. Thus gendered violence by proscribed
groups is held up as more important than other
forms of human rights abuses and violence against
women and girls – such as intimate partner violence
or early/forced marriage.406. Relatedly, a narrow
focus on sexual violence against women – which of
course must be responded to – can mean that the
‘multiple other harms women may experience have
frequently faded into the background or been
ignored entirely, and that the gender-based
experiences of male victims can also be
marginalized’.407 For the Gender Action for Peace and
Security Network, this undermines the Women,
Peace and Security agenda which requires ‘listening
to and addressing the needs of women and girls in
communities affected by conflict and violence’.408
Counter-terror finance laws cut off funding for
women’s rights organisations: In many contexts,
civil society faces huge pressure from counter-terror
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financing laws.409 These limit access to resources
and banking facilities, based on the assumption that
the sector is ‘particularly vulnerable’ to terrorist
financing abuse.410 Huckerby notes that ‘the specific
profile of women’s rights organizing and
organizations has meant that they experience these
rules in a number of adverse and often genderspecific ways’.411 This puts considerable pressure on
organisations that are often considerably
underfunded and makes it more complicated for
them to access the little funds available.412

4.2
Instrumentalisation
and commodification
of gender, women and
girls in responses

Punishment for those who don’t conform to
traditional gender roles: Authorities have often
used vague and broad definitions of ‘terrorism’ to
punish those who do not conform to traditional
gender roles and to suppress social movements
promoting gender equality and human rights.413 For
example, governments have alleged terrorism links
to justify the arrest and persecution of LGBTI
individuals414 and activists,415 and have regularly
accused women human rights defenders of being
members of terrorist groups.416

The move to draw women’s peacebuilding and rights
organisations into the responses to proscribed
groups has been well documented. Not only have
counter-terror and stabilisation efforts distorted and
instrumentalised peace, relief, rights and
development efforts (as noted above), they have
also displaced funding for gender equality work.
Some programmes have supported the agency of
women’s rights and gender equality focused
organisations while assisting their C/PVE efforts.
However, too often gender language is used for
‘political expediency’,419 while gendered counterterror work simply reinforces security objectives, not
taking seriously the protection of women and girls’
rights, their meaningful participation, and efforts to
challenge harmful gender norms and inequality.420

Use of counter-terrorism narratives to target
women human rights defenders and indigenous
leaders: As noted by Special Rapporteur Ní Aoláin,
‘[w]omen human rights defenders are targeted at
alarming rates for challenging the root causes of
conflict, including corruption, governance deficits,
access to land or resources and traditional notions of
family and gender roles in their societies, by both
State and non-State actors.’417 Even women’s rights
organisations that are simply promoting gender
equality frequently find themselves at odds with,
and targeted by, their own governments, including
by those that criminalize such legitimate activities as
‘terrorism.’418

For example, in the Philippines, state C/PVE efforts
have attempted to make women and youth ‘the new
arm against violent groups’.421 These groups are not
engaged based on respect for their approaches,
needs and concerns, but based on a strategy to
mobilise society to follow a military-led counterterror strategy.422 For all the efforts towards pushing
new policies and programmes to address the gender
dimension of violent extremism, Special Rapporteur
Ní Aoláin reports that there ‘has been no systematic
monitoring and evaluation assessing the merits,
impacts or human rights compliance of such
programming’, and expresses deep concerns over
the failure to advance women’s rights amid women’s
‘commodification ... for countering terorism’.423
Furthermore, as noted by Scheinin: ‘counterterrorism strategies that portray human rights and
gender equality as alien to local contexts may
actually have the unintended consequence of
silencing those working on gender issues within
their own communities by aligning those voices with
foreign influence or even those perceived to be the
“enemy”’. This can also worsen exposure to attacks
by local state or non-state actors under the guise of
protecting ‘tradition’ or ‘culture’.424 Likewise,
‘present[ing] women’s rights as a means to an end
opens the way for bartering of rights when it is
perceived that this will help appease’ proscribed
groups.425 Instrumentalising women in this way
creates the potential for significant fallout
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(sometimes in the form of violent backlash) for
women when programmes are subsequently
dropped.426

4.3
Integrated gender
understanding in
responses?
There are three main flaws in the way current
international and national responses to proscribed
groups understand and integrate gender:
Assumptions about women’s place in society:
Despite policymakers’ growing recognition of the
need to adopt gender strategies in responding to
proscribed groups, they often rely on questionable
assumptions when doing so. Assumptions
underpinning counter-terror and C/PVE work still
tend to ‘paint women as victims or peacebuilders
and men as perpetrators but rarely victims of
violence’.427 In reality, women’s support or
involvement is crucial to a number of proscribed
groups, including ISIS, al-Shabaab and Boko Haram.
This complex reality – that both men and women are
involved in violent groups – is recognised by many.
However, assumptions based on gender stereotypes
about men and women continue to underpin gaps in
programming.428 Assumptions regarding women’s
‘peaceful, moderate and maternal’ nature form the
basis for engaging them in preventive efforts with
proscribed groups.429 Such broad assumptions, and
the failure to analyse gender roles, ‘neither deter[s]
militancy nor aid[s] women in tackling the threats
that concern them most’.430 Based on patriarchal
assumptions, many programmes engage women as
‘gatekeepers to the men and boys in their
communities – as mothers, wives and sisters’, which
can often backfire and put women and girls at
greater risk of backlash from proscribed groups for
their alignment with opposing security agendas.431
Sometimes these assumptions are orientalist in
nature – so intervention, it is claimed, is needed to
protect peaceful Muslim women from violent Muslim
men;432 or programme design is based on the belief
that in Islamic cultures ‘women may not be very
visible in the public sphere but are still powerful
forces in the domestic sphere’ (when in contexts
such as northern Nigeria women may lack decisionmaking power in both).433

Failure to understand proscribed groups’ gender
strategy: Research has shown that most proscribed
groups, even those with deeply intolerant doctrines,
have a gender strategy of sorts, engage women and,
in some very limited cases, even meet some of their
needs.434 Gender – and identity more broadly – plays
a key role in the ideology of proscribed groups, who
use and manipulate gender norms to recruit and
retain members. ‘Control, co-option, coercion and
subjugation of women are central features of the
ideology’ of many proscribed groups, while the
status of men is also clearly communicated, with an
often ‘clear implication that women are under the
protection (and, by extension, ownership) of men’.435
There is also some evidence that proscribed groups
exploit the victimisation of women in patriarchal
societies436 and that some women join such groups
to overcome feelings of victimisation and to react
against gender-based inequality and discrimination,
violence, and the denial of rights and
opportunities.437 Some women who travelled to join
ISIS were mobilised with the (albeit largely false)
promise of increased agency and empowerment,
independence from their families, as well as from
‘Western notions of feminism and equality’.438
Relatedly, research has shown that gendered
narratives that are designed to silence
and disempower women (such as
sexual defamation and accusations of
allegiance to the West) have increased
It is important for
in ‘potency and vigor in on-line
responses to grapple with
spaces’.439

the complexities of how

It is important for responses to grapple
proscribed groups
with the complexities of how proscribed
understand, utilise and
groups understand, utilise and employ
employ gender in their
gender in their recruitment and wider
440
recruitment and wider
operations. Unfortunately, this is
seldom explored in the context of a
operations.
prevailing counter-terror discourse that
assumes that most Islamist proscribed
groups are inherently opposed to all aspects of
gender equality441 and are wholly at odds with
societal norms.442
When it comes to the recruitment of men, proscribed
groups commonly draw on ‘pre-existing gender
norms and cultural narratives to legitimize their
cause, recruit members, and even to justify
attacks’.443 This is often based on certain
stereotypical masculine characteristics such as
‘aggression, strength and lust, and the perpetration
of violence’.444 In Syria, ISIS used violent masculine
language and imagery as a technique to recruit
young men, offering them ‘avenues to claim honour,
power, or supposed manhood.’ 445
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Cultures that accept violence against women and
within families and communities (intimate partner or
domestic violence and sexual harassment or
assault) ‘cultivat[e] an environment where violence
is normalized’, making it easier for proscribed
groups to justify their violence.446 Integrating an
understanding of how proscribed groups position
themselves within cultural and gender norms, and
then use these norms to justify violence and
oppression of women, can thus be seen as essential
to successful responses. This could valuably be
complemented by communicating alternative
narratives to those used by proscribed groups in a
way that challenges divisive, identity-based rhetoric.
As Fransen notes, embedding gender equality in
alternative narratives will be necessary to ‘transform
patriarchal norms, subvert restrictive gender roles,
and create space for women to safely participate in
the public sphere, including as civil society leaders,
activists and peacebuilders’.447

4.4
(Mis)understanding
the roles of women in
proscribed groups
Women play an active role in the maintenance,
perpetuation, and execution of proscribed groups’
ideologies and actions.448 In Somalia, elements of
al-Shabaab’s deeply patriarchal approach have been
welcomed by some women.449 The imposition of
severe limits on women’s activity in the public
sphere is resented across much of Somali society
but, where it controls territory, ‘it can, however, offer
women and girls a degree of physical safety – hardly
complete, but still appreciable – in a country where
they are otherwise exposed to violence’.450 In this
context, ‘women recruit, fundraise, spy or smuggle
arms for the group’.451
In Iraq and Syria, while Yazidi women experienced
unspeakable violence, many Muslim women
travelled to to join and take up roles with ISIS. Under
pressure from counter-terror responses, women took
on active roles including as direct combatants.452
Amira Jadoon notes that ISIS’s ‘behaviour aligns with
the findings of prior research that shows how
organisations may employ women as innovative
actors when subjected to intensified security and
counter-terrorism measures’.453 In the Philippines
and other contexts across South Asia, women have
assumed roles as ‘high-profile recruiters and
perpetrators of violence’.454 Yet their involvement in

proscribed groups in the southern Philippines is
poorly understood because it is deliberately
‘concealed not only by groups, but also to some
extent, by government authorities’.455
Misunderstanding of women’s roles in proscribed
groups has led to gaps in response strategies. The
common assumption that young women must be
tricked into joining ISIS, or only do so as ‘jihadi
brides’ has meant that disarmament,
demobilisation, and reintegration programmes have
largely failed to address broader gender
dimensions – such as ideas about masculinity or
women’s role as combatants – or have paid women
less attention than men.456, 457
Elsewhere, pushback against the assumption that all
women in ISIS were ‘jihadi brides’ has sometimes
resulted in ‘a totalizing and sweeping insistence that
all women can be as violent as men’. This has led to
a ‘simple binary’ where women are either viewed as
‘innocent victims’ or willing violent actors – which
can obscure ‘underlying and structural conditions
related to economic and social status, as well as
grievances against the State – that lead to
recruitment’. Similarly, many C/PVE and counterterrorism responses adopt disempowering
narratives of victimhood for women and, at the same
time, responses tend not to consider men’s
vulnerabilities and the reality that many men and
boys are also coerced and forced to join militant
groups.458 These discourses thus ‘do not address
underlying causes of armed violence and conflict’.459
Ultimately, while there have been some welcome
shifts to better integrate gender into strategies to
respond to proscribed groups, research points to
‘systematic ignorance’ on questions of gender in
most contexts. General application of flawed
assumptions has underpinned a very limited grasp
of the specific gendered dynamics of each conflict
involving proscribed groups. As Scheinin observed
in 2013, this makes ‘the full scope of gender-based
rights violations invisible to policy makers’, resulting
in a series of direct harms, collateral harms and
enabled harms.460 By the same token, the lessons
drawn out in this section cannot be generalised to
every conflict involving proscribed groups. As Brown,
Duriesmith, Rahman and True conclude:
‘it is not possible to understand the masculinities
and femininities that are related to [proscribed
groups] through the unidimensional analysis of
global narratives; rather, a more granular, relational
and contextual understanding of these identities is
needed to better understand how or whether they
contribute to the promotion of’ proscribed groups’.461
Despite the evident importance of considering
gender dynamics in seeking to respond to conflicts
involving proscribed groups, it remains important to
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bear two final cautionary points in mind. First, the
evidence base available has not yet established ‘a
causal relationship between gender inequality and
violent extremism’ 462 and so it is important for
policymakers not to base responses on such an
assumption. This does not mean that a causal
relationship does not exist – but that current
analysis has not provided clear indication that it
categorically does.463 Indeed, what is needed is
greater in-depth and structural analysis to develop a
better understanding of gender as a driver of
violence and conflict and a more sophisticated
gender analysis, before adjusting responses
accordingly. Second, as outlined by Special
Rapporteur Ní Aoláin, ‘counter-terrorism strategies
that link the fight against terrorism to the promotion
of gender equality do not automatically result in de
facto or substantive equality’ 464 and have not – in a
way that has been meaningfully documented – been
proven to lead to a reduction in violence writ large or
the end to proscribed groups.
In conclusion, this review of evidence suggests that
states and international coalitions have relied on
gender stereotypes and assumptions that have
undermined the potential for appropriately gendered
response strategies that can adequately manage the
threats faced by, and respond to the different needs
of, men, women, boys and girls. Problematic
partnerships have also emboldened belligerent
actors while offering limited support for women-led
peace and rights organisations and others working
for nonviolent change, peace and gender equality.
Thus gender and the participation of women’s rights
organisations have not been successfully integrated
into predominantly militarised and elite-focused
responses to proscribed groups – reinforcing at
times significant harms to women, girls and
women’s rights organisations.
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5

Lessons and
recommendations
Prioritising the elimination of particular
groups without a strategy for addressing
the conditions that give birth to them is
an approach that has failed too often. The
search for ‘least bad’ engagement
strategies and outcomes in conflicts
involving proscribed groups is pressing,
and any options for avoiding pitfalls of
past responses and embracing options
that could succeed are of immense
strategic importance. If the weaknesses
of existing responses are cause for deep
concern, it is important to keep in mind
why it may be difficult to adopt successful
alternatives. While the risks of impending
atrocities, displacement, humanitarian
emergencies or security threats can force
policymakers to respond in some way to
crises, problem-free solutions seldom
exist. Indeed, attempts to improve
conditions in contexts beset by deep
challenges of intense poverty, predatory
governance and protracted instability are
unlikely to succeed rapidly and
comprehensively.

States have a right to self-defence and a duty to
protect their citizens. Despite the many drawbacks of
violence, in the absence of alternatives, protecting
people’s lives and freedoms from the most violent or
despotic acts may sometimes require decision
makers to consider the use of force. To sustain such
protection and prevent further conflict, in contexts
where insecurity may be pervasive and state
institutions are visibly crumbling, it may be
necessary to consider some kind of deal between
powerful ‘reconcilable’ actors to end violence,
provide a degree of safety and enable some form of
statebuilding process. This may need to be
considered even where the prospective ‘partners’ in
such processes may have committed abuses, will
likely have little commitment to addressing conflict
drivers or delivering public goods, and may oppose
inclusive peace and governance processes. Such
challenges often prove hard to change over time,
especially given the limited leverage and staying
power of those promoting stability, and the
complicated role other regional and international
influencers can choose to play. Even if one is open to
the prospect of political conflict resolution with
proscribed groups under the right circumstances,
clearly this isn’t feasible or desirable in every case or
at all times (depending on how open these groups
are to reconciliation and changing abhorrent
behaviour).
Yet conflicts with proscribed groups cannot be
ignored, and the outcomes of responses must be
improved. In support of this, this section draws out
from the evidence synthesised in this paper lessons
on a number of themes, together with consequent
recommendations.
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5.1
Understanding the
problem from a
conflict perspective
and strategising long
term
Almost all acts of terror today occur in conflict
settings. Responding well requires understanding
and addressing conflict. Conceptualising proscribed
groups as irrational and primarily driven by evil
ideologies has been the basis for precipitous, often
counter-productive responses based on limited
understanding and poorly evidenced assumptions.
Despite absorbing huge resources, strategies for
tackling proscribed groups have frequently been
short-term, with grave, foreseeable consequences
ignored until too late. With an apparent flair for
conflict analysis, proscribed groups consistently and
effectively form and position themselves in response
to significant conflict drivers – in particular violent
fragmentation and predation, corruption, injustice,
and social, political and economic marginalisation.
The resilience of proscribed groups is thus tied to
their ability to respond better than their rivals to
people’s needs and conflict drivers (through the
often deeply flawed provision of protection, rulesbased governance, justice, services and
opportunities). There is therefore a need to:
1. Be cautious about proscribing armed groups,
designating any particular actor as a ‘spoiler’ and
vilifying them. Keep the threat posed by proscribed
groups in proportion, and quickly move on from
blaming the conflict on any particular group and its
ideology, and instead begin the search for a strategy
that can solve the problem.
2. Invest in analysis and understanding of
conflicts, proscribed groups, states and public
attitudes. Strive for a better understanding of
conflict, what is driving it, what motivates proscribed
groups and how they are positioning themselves in
response.
n

Prioritise engagement with local perspectives in all
conflict analysis. Keep analysing and listening to
local perspectives as engagement continues.

n

Move well beyond one-sided labels and analysis.
Focus analysis on developing a nuanced
understanding of all parties who are fighting, what
role they could play in reconciliation and addressing
conflict drivers.

n

Pay attention to the flaws in your own and your allies’
approach and behaviour – and develop strategies to
rectify these (chiefly through consistent support for
international law and human rights).

n

Study proscribed groups, and the various subgroups
that may constitute, support or live under them.

n

Consider how the conflict and the threat posed by
the proscribed group could end and how to bring this
about.
3. Move away from strategies to contain, degrade
or eliminate proscribed groups and towards
strategies focused on conflict prevention,
resolution and peacebuilding through addressing
the drivers of conflict. At the very least, ensure
strategies do not exacerbate conflict drivers.
4. Before making any decisions on intervening,
map likely consequences with a range of local
actors and contextual experts, and – recalling
lessons from past responses – seek answers to
important questions (including ‘why will it be
different this time?’, ‘how will this end?’, ‘is there
trans-partisan and international political
commitment to sustain an intervention?’ and ‘how
to align strategy among those upon whom success
depends?’) before initiating interventions in
conflict settings.

5.2
Eschewing
overreaction and
focusing on solutions
Proscribed groups have surprising potential to
outlast and exhaust their military opponents, and
undermine any statebuilding efforts that exclude
them, sometimes over decades. They usually target
and use their violence for strategic (rather than
wholly irrational and incomprehensible) ends. Their
violence can vary in response to the treatment they
receive, and is usually targeted to provoke and
polarise: escalating conflict, provoking
overreactions, undermining political orders that they
vilify and blame, and pulling certain segments of
society to their side. Using force to contain, degrade,
disrupt or eliminate proscribed groups escalates
conflicts, grievances and recruitment into their
ranks.
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5. Approach violent groups in a way that eschews
overreaction and avoids predictably escalating
violence. Resist political and media pressure to
make attacking proscribed groups a priority, and
avoid thinking about conflicts with proscribed
groups as something you can ‘win’.
6. The use of force should only be considered when
absolutely necessary to save life and preserve the
freedom of people from highly abusive actors’
control, after alternatives have been exhausted,465
and only as part of a wider peace strategy with
political, economic and development components.
n

Only ever consider using the minimum force
possible, avoid harming innocent people, and make
sure all personnel understand the strategic
importance of this.

n

Be transparent about and accountable for how force
is used, apologising and compensating for harms
caused.

n

Ensure all interventions adhere to international
humanitarian and human rights law by international
actors and all those they cooperate with.

n

Prosecute criminal acts and ensure that partners are
held accountable for their actions.

5.3
Maintaining constant
readiness to explore
dialogue and
reconciliation
The political resolution of conflict with proscribed
groups may not always be possible or desirable, but
given the resilience of proscribed groups, finding a
political path out of violence may be less bad than
other available alternatives. Prioritising violent
counter-terror approaches too often sidelines or
hampers political dialogue and conflict resolution –
not only with proscribed groups but also between
other parties in the conflicted contexts in which they
thrive. Proscribed groups often invest in creating an
alternative model of governance, justice and service
delivery for the material benefit of those whom they
claim to serve. Groups with strategic, material aims
may become less violent if they can be convinced
that there are other means to pursue such aims, and
so they, their subgroups, members or reluctant
supporters may, under certain circumstances, be
more reconcilable than has been assumed.

7. Always be open to the possibility of dialogue
with proscribed groups or elements within them.
n

Look for opportunities to de-escalate violence.

n

Consider how aspects of their material agenda that
involve delivering public goods and tackling
problems could under certain circumstances provide
some basis for future reconciliation.

n

Be vigilant for issues that could motivate individuals
or groups among their supporters to renounce
violence and support reconciliation.
8. Recognise the necessity of exploring military
de-escalation and political resolution of conflict at
the earliest possible stage. Remember that when
‘victory’ may seem close, leverage is higher and the
intent to maintain long-term stabilisation support
can be signalled more convincingly.
9. To mitigate the enormous downsides inherent in
bargaining with violent groups, construct and/or
support dialogue and peace processes to be as
inclusive of women, youth, civil society,
marginalised groups and communities as possible.
Plan to sustain engagement after any peace is made
to support both implementation of commitments
and inclusive societal bargaining. Design
accompanying communication strategy to help bring
public opinion with you.
10. Support and provide space for the UN, civil
society and other third parties to promote peace
and explore dialogue and political conflict
resolution with proscribed groups with full
independence from counter-terror efforts, with an
awareness that exploring the feasibility of
dialogue, and the potential for local progress and
confidence building to set the stage for broader
change, can be highly valuable.
11. Support dialogue at different levels – including
the regional-international or geopolitical level, at
which competition between external powers often
stymies prospects for resolving conflicts involving
proscribed groups. Work with partners to exert
pressure and provide incentives to clear external
obstacles to peace and make national and local
solutions possible.
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5.4
Transforming the
nexus between
negative state
behaviours and
proscribed groups’
resilience
Reinforcing – and failing to transform – partners’
abuse, corruption and exclusion is the single most
important cause of failure in counter-terror and
stabilisation strategies. In states captured by elite
wealth and power interests, corruption, complicity in
violence and predation, support for impunity, and
responsibility for socio-economic and political
marginalisation, all feed into violent conflict and the
resilience of proscribed groups. Yet elites often gain
from such failures – using their gains to consolidate
power and wealth, and sometimes nurturing and/or
inflating the threat posed by proscribed groups. This
interaction between conflict drivers, state
behaviours and proscribed groups’ behaviours is a
self-reinforcing system, which typically resists
attempts to transform it. As long as this system
functions untransformed, it entrenches conflict, the
predations of abusive states and the threat posed by
proscribed groups.
12. Responding successfully to conflicts involving
proscribed groups requires addressing the drivers
of conflict and making people a better offer than
proscribed groups.
13. To address fundamental drivers of conflicts
involving proscribed groups, it is vital to improve
governance – counteracting abuse, corruption,
exclusion and discrimination between groups – by
doing everything possible to encourage elites and
institutions to become progressively more
inclusive, responsive, fair and accountable to the
wider population. Important aspects of benign
governance to support include:
n

inclusive political dialogue and decision-making

n

people-focused security and justice provision

n

reducing corruption and bribery

n

ensuring fair access to resources, services and
opportunities

n

constructive dispute resolution

n

support for the emergence of independent, diverse
civil society and civic space

Avoid external templates and timetables. Find out
how local systems work and support them to succeed.
14. Recognise the risks of supporting a mistrusted
state to expand or restore its presence, and
support the dialogue and trust-building needed to
help develop peaceful social contracts.
15. Avoid unconditional support for repressive and
corrupt actors and regimes. Understand what
leverage you have and exert significant pressure in
favour of reform.
16. Closely monitor the prevalence of corruption,
misuse and diversion of money, arms and other
resources into purposes that fuel conflict, and the
risks of abuses against civilian populations.
Address these factors via robust policy dialogue and
recalibration of support arrangements.

5.5
Rethinking security
assistance to align it
with peace and
governance strategy
Security assistance and partnerships have been
poorly designed and delivered – with short-term,
piecemeal strategic thinking and little contextual
awareness. This has led directly to negative impacts,
including both reinforcement of conflict drivers and
unsustainability, incoherence, diversion and
misuse. Nonetheless, the ability to protect people
and administer criminal justice in human rightscompliant ways is vital for peace and sustainable
development. Insufficient policing, investigatory,
prosecutorial, legal assistance, prison and courts
capacities can drastically undermine adherence to
human rights norms in contexts of insecurity,
creating an enabling environment for abusive
security responses that fuel conflict. Efforts to
strengthen human security, to promote community
and civil society demand for and engagement in
security and justice sector reforms, to extend access
to justice and legal assistance and to support civilian
oversight of military and criminal justice institutions
can all contribute positively to peace and
development.
17. Establish new norms, guidelines and
safeguards governing decision-making, resource
allocation, strategy development,
implementation, monitoring, evaluation and
oversight in the field of security assistance.
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18. Improve security assistance programmes by:
n

n

n

ensuring that a peacebuilding lens, conflict, gender
and political economy analysis are the foundations
of strategies and programmes and that these are
complemented by a long-term peace strategy that
includes other programmes and tools
designing security assistance to address – and avoid
exacerbating – conflict drivers. Focus on
‘transformation’ of flawed security and justice
providers – not just ‘building capacity’. Be clear
about the desired end state (people feel safe, trust
security providers, and can access justice). Make
programmes realistic about immediate steps
forward, but still consistent with addressing these
priorities
focusing more on capacities of societies than of
states. Build security at community level with
communities in a lead role. Build coalitions for
change well beyond elites, engaging a wide range of
societal actors to create positive incentives and
demand for lasting change

n

analysing partners’ motives, anticipating problems
and identifying ways to incentivise progress

n

maintaining clear boundaries: withhold support to
governments who fail to curb abuse, corruption and
exclusion

n

monitoring impact, including risks like diversion of
arms, carefully and inclusively. Be willing to do
things differently to avoid past mistakes and be
quick to end or adapt harmful programmes

n

actively focus on learning what works by supporting
a culture shift on monitoring, evaluation and
learning within all institutions contributing to
response strategies

5.6
Giving peaceful
change a chance
through support for
societal
empowerment
The kinds of change and reform that can underpin
peace are often driven by state–society bargaining
processes made possible by social empowerment.
This means putting people at the centre, rather than
the periphery, of engagement strategies, and
focusing on ensuring that the people get a better
offer from those working for stability than from

proscribed groups. Not all problems can be solved
overnight, and ingenuity will be needed to lessen the
influence of abusive elites without prompting them
to revert to violence.
19. Focus less on delivering quick impacts and
countering ‘extreme’ ideologies, and more on
helping to construct a political settlement that
evolves via societal bargaining into a system that
fosters non-identity-based coalitions for
progress, and that can non violently tackle
problems and resolve divisions.
20. As an antidote to the dangers of ‘elite
bargains’, invest significantly in nourishing
strong societies. Support, and do not co-opt, civil
society in all its forms via consistent, creative,
flexible and assiduous support for human and
women’s rights defenders, moderate political,
religious or tribal actors, civil society groups,
community voices and local development initiatives.
21. Actively protect civic space at subnational and
national level and in transnational spaces.
Champion civic space and support civil society, and
defenders of women’s rights and human rights, both
financially and politically, including within all peace,
governance and security decision-making processes.
22. If there are no viable strategies for improving
governance, identify and consider pursuing least
harmful exit strategies.

5.7
Enhancing rather than
undermining progress
on tackling harmful
gender norms
Some international strategies have begun to
integrate gender considerations into counter-terror
responses, yet the norm remains ignorance of
gender dynamics and failure to integrate gender into
responses in a way that protects and supports men,
women, girls and boys and effectively transforms
harmful gender norms. Proscribed groups
understand and use identity to their advantage and
in many cases have a gender strategy to attract or
retain members.
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23. A more holistic and intersectional approach is
needed to address the relationship between
gender equality, women’s rights, peace, security,
and counter-terrorism, and this must be centred
on advancing women’s human rights, addressing
structural inequality, and tackling gendered
drivers of armed conflict – including the role of
patriarchal power structures and violent
masculinities in fuelling the production of both
violent movements and heavy-handed, counterproductive responses to them.
24. Make gender expertise a core priority – at all
levels – throughout all institutions responsible for
counter-terrorism responses and strategies, by:
n

ensuring that a full gender analysis is included in the
design, implementation and monitoring of all
response strategies

n

ensuring that strategies focus on the impact of
proscribed groups on women, girls and minorities,
as well as the negative impact of counter-terrorism
measures and responses too

n

developing a comprehensive understanding of the
diverse roles women, girls, men and boys may take
in conflict, of pre-existing gender norms, and of the
specific gendered impacts of conflict in each context

n

identifying and avoiding responses which are based
on flawed assumptions about the role of women in
counter-terrorism or P/CVE programmes, especially
those which reinforce gender stereotypes of women
and girls or undermine the critical work of women’s
rights organisations and civil society

n

including strong gender analysis in all Prosecution,
Rehabilitation and Reintegration (PRR) strategies
involving women and girls who – voluntarily or
otherwise – joined proscribed groups

n

working to modify restrictive counter-terror financing
practices to guarantee space for women’s rights
organisations to operate and access funding
25. Understand the importance of wider efforts to
transform harmful masculinities, but at the same
time ensure that autonomous Women, Peace and
Security (WPS) resources are available for
women’s rights organisations and gender-focused
civil society groups. Reinforce the autonomy of, and
appropriate resourcing for, WPS, women’s rights and
gender equality work – independent from security
agendas and funding pools.
26. Examine narratives of proscribed groups to
understand how to design response strategies to
counteract recruiters’ evocation of violent
masculinities to attract new members.

5.8
Supporting
independent relief
and development
actors to save lives
and improve public
well-being
Counter-terror and militarised stabilisation
strategies, when they engage to tackle social,
economic and governance issues, often serve to
undermine the principles, practice and impacts of
relief, development and peace efforts. They can push
aid providers onto a particular side, make aid look
biased to the public and expose aid providers to
attack. They at times feed into deprivation and even
starvation among the unfortunate inhabitants of
rebel areas, as well as into corruption that deepens
public mistrust and grievances. Despite this,
independent, people-centred and locally
empowering aid efforts are often needed to save
lives and address conflict drivers in settings where
proscribed groups are active.
27. Make every possible effort to ensure aid
reaches civilians, including in rebel and besieged
areas. Counter the manipulation of relief and be
assertive about challenging obstruction of
humanitarian aid as a war crime.
28. Where sanctions are required to pressure
conflict parties, they should be carefully targeted
and avoid more general harm to the public and
restricting relief, development and peacebuilding
work.
29. Respect the independence and impartiality of
relief and development work from external
security agendas. Support assistance that responds
to and is driven by local people’s needs, concerns
and priorities, and is delivered in a way that
supports local actors to solve their own problems
and encourages effective bargaining and problemsolving between societies and state actors. Support
initiatives that address conflict drivers and public
concerns, and avoid framing and measuring them in
terms of their impact on recruitment into proscribed
groups.
30. Monitor critical risks such as fuelling
corruption and divisions between groups.
31. Do not rely on aid to paper over failures to take
action on core issues on which progress depends,
such as ending security force abuses.
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5.9
Learning and adapting
via better-functioning
feedback loops
The failings of the global war on terror have been
allowed to unfold over two decades, touching every
continent, touching countless lives with little
substantive improvement because of systemic
failures in transparency, accountability, learning and
adaptation.

34. Support the creation of and the resourcing of
mechanisms to provide independent oversight in
multilateral organisations engaging in projects
and programming to respond to proscribed groups.
35. Back up monitoring, evaluation and
accountability with:
n

a decision-making culture that welcomes
constructive debate

n

active communication of policy nuance to the media
and the public and engagement in a vibrant and
honest foreign and security policy debate

n

reflection- and lessons-sharing spaces, open to
different stakeholders including conflict-affected
people and civil society, that enable exchange on
how best to navigate the dilemmas of conflicts
involving proscribed groups.

32. Institutionalise quicker, more effective
feedback loops so that monitoring, evaluation,
reflection, learning and adaptation of counterterror, stabilisation and related interventions can
function in real time.
n

n

n

Commit to a cultural shift and the simultaneous
investment in the human expertise required to
monitor, evaluate and learn from engagement
strategies.
Configure the design, implementation, monitoring
and evaluation of strategies and programmes
around regular, inclusive analysis of conflict drivers,
progress in addressing them and public perceptions
of progress.
Actively monitor against risks of doing harm
(including reinforcing harmful gender norms as well
as the other common failings summarised in this
study).
33. While seeking to ensure a comprehensive
picture of progress and risks is available to those
working for peace and stability, try to insulate
feedback loops from partisan political
manipulation (for example via independent
inquiries, lawfully required independent
evaluation and reporting procedures, support for
independent research, Special Inspectors General
and so on) to encourage more consistent and
effective pursuit of sustainable peace and stability
over the long term.

Notes
465 Such as carefully crafted sanctions and financial controls, criminal

justice responses, political dialogue and resolution, actions to tackle
conflict drivers and choosing not to engage.

Knowledge gaps
Further research could valuably examine:
n

circumstances and approaches which can lead
proscribed groups to become less violent and more
focused on the public good

n

how to support governance reforms and state–
society bargaining processes without triggering
renewed violence in conflict settings

n

where a causal relationship between gender
inequality and violent proscribed groups exists

n

successful transitions away from violence and
towards positive peace in settings where proscribed
groups are active and resilient
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